


Malcolm Thomson of Balclutha has sent us this issue's photograph. He knows that it was taken in Christchurch
but has no other information. Can any readers assist with any details?
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Leigh Craythorne

It is with much pleas
ure that I advise that
Royal & SunAlliance
have confirmed that they
are pleased to be the
official sponsor for the
Royal & SunAlliance
2006 Rally (our Club's
Diamond Jubilee

International Rally to be held In

Invercargill.)
After negotiations, a sponsorship agree

ment that offers the VCC generous support
has been signed. Royal & SunAlliance look
forward to working closely with the VCC
in the years leading up to the event and
continuation of the successful relationship
between both organisations.

As reported at the Club's Executive
Meeting in March, the rally management
team has been formed and they will set the
framework for the major rally planning
over the next three months.

We can all look forward to our Club's
Jubilee celebrations in 2006 with great
expectations of exciting festivities.

The VCC is a founder member of the
New Zealand Federation of Motoring
Clubs (lnc), an organisation that represents
more than 16,000 members. The
Federation acts as a watchdog for member
clubs, negotiates with Government and
provides submissions to the LTSA on
matters that could affect our members. Our
representative on their Committee, Warren
Corkin, has tendered his resignation (due
to a change of life-style) and we thank him
for his work over the past year:;. We have
nominated Andrew McClintock to replace
him and I know that he will carry on the
good work that our past representatives to
the Federation have achieved.

In the past, the VCC has had a separate
Vigilance Committee, but now your
Management Committee as a whole shoul
ders this responsibility. Rod Brayshaw
formulates the submissions to the LTSA on
our behalf and we are indebted to him for
the thoroughly diligent manner in which he
undertakes this important task.

Although you may not hear about each
and every submission that the VCC
presents (there are numerous papers that
come out each year) you can be assured
that anything and everything that affects
our Club is thoroughly investigated, to
enable us to continue to use our vehicles
as we do now. If you have any questions
or concerns in this regard, do not hesitate
to contact a Management Committee
member.

Remember though, that we all have a
part to play in this regard.

Please remain aware of the impact we
can have on modern day traffic flows and
drive accordingLy - our motoring future
depends on it.

PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE



A small advert in our local newsletter and
"Bingo", we have company to venture into
the wilds of Central Otago. Seventeen

vellicles ranging from a Morris Minor to a Rolls
Royce and thirty-nine people. We left Ashburton
full of enthusiasm with all going smoothly until
Rob and Diane Ross's Dodge began to imitate a
traction engine just before Fairlie, presumably some
over zealous brake adjustment had been made with
the Carrick Range in mind. All was put well with
the aid of a few thermos flasks of hot water being
applied to the offending wheel. There was little else
to distract from enjoying the scenery until we
reached our accommodation in Cromwell other than
a little overheating with the OakJey's Willys and
Bruce McIlroy's Rolls-Royce which managed two
flat tyres in the space of thirty minutes, necessitat
ing some frantic phone calls to Ashburton for
replacement tyres.

The next morning a visit to Bendigo Station had
been arranged with the able assistance of Central
Otago Branch's Tav Miller. The owners of the
station have turned the old homestead into a
museum of the early history of the area. We
proceeded through the station to the Bendigo Road
and despite some misgivings regarding the climbing
ability of a few of the cars all reached the site of the
remains of the mining town of Welshtown. It's an
interesting place with the remains of some of the
miners' houses still standing, but one can only
imagine the difficulties of living in such a barren
area and trying to raise a family there. Extreme heat
in the summer, terrible cold in the winter and verti
cal mine shafts ready to catch the unwary.

We had received a map showing us a short cut
across to the Thomson Saddle so we sallied forth
with all going well until one member, who shall
remain nameless, managed to jam the starter of his
car when in such a position as to completely block
the track! The comments of the rest of the tourists
as they enjoyed their lunch whilst he slaved to
repair the damage were most encouraging to him'
Good progress was made over the saddle, we passed
a chap prospecting for gold in the stream. This
caused a gold pan to be produced by one of our
party at the next stop. It was interesting to note the
small design problems that the early motorists had
to contend with, such as one vehicle which had a
problem on very steep descents with the oil running
to the front of the sump leaving the oil pickup
empty, as it was positioned at the back. We proceed-

Right: Peter Hampton's Morris Minor splashes through
the Nevis.
Below: Donald and Carol Williamson, 1930 Chevrolet,
tackle the water in the Nevis Valley.

Cromwell"an
Capers

and tos David Oak/ey



The Nevis Valley descended by three Vintage Americans and two modems.

ed on to Ophir in order to purchase some
of the rhubarb chutney, which is made by a
local lady of culinary genius, only to find
the shop was closed I The tealful wailing of
the tour leader caused another shop owner
to contact the aforementioned genius
asking her to please come and open up, sell
the fellow some chutney and hopefully he
would stop whining, which he did, and the
chutney was of the usual high standard.

The following day we tackled the Nevis
Valley after travelling to Garston and
examining the Kingston Flyer, and a
stirring sight it was too. The road leading
into the valley is steep and winding and
with few opportunities for passing if one
was unfortunate enough to meet a vehicle
travelling in the other direction. However
we saw little of this as we were in cloud all
the way and simply concentrated on



Joint statement from Steven Kennedy, President, MotorSport New Zealand (Ine)
and Leigh Craythorne, President, The Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Ine)

Agreement Heralds New Era
Historic Motor Racing

/I

we

Notice of Motion
To Change the Constitution of the
Vintage Car Club of NZ (Ine.)
That Rule 3.1 (e) be amended to read
as follows:
"Motor vehicles constructed after January
1st 1961 provided that no vehicle is accept
ed for this class until January 1st of the
year that is thirty years after its original
year of construction, such vehicles to be
known as Post 60 Vehicles"
Proposed by DF Ashley, 26/07535
Seconded by PS Learning, 26/03797

Explanation:
This Notice of Motion is simply to ensure
that vehicles qualifying for this class
become thirty years of age during the year
of acceptance instead of twenty-nine under
the present rule.

That rule 6.2 be amended to read as
follows:
The Executive consists of; The Chairman
of each duly established Branch of the
Club and a delegate from each duly estab
lished Branch of the Club (all of whom
must be financial members of the Branch
they represent who have been elected by
such Branch in accordance with their
Constitution or rules) and members of the
Management Committee.
Proposed by Car)' ReaL/mont, 18/06549
Seconded by John Coombet; 05/00933

Explanation:
This is to ensure that Branches are only
represented by financial members of their
branch.

replacement found. After returning to the
motels we compared the old and new plates
only to find our replacement plate was
2S mm bigger than the original. After much
wise shaking of heads we enlisted the help
of another local member who supplied yet
another plate. We again returned to the
scene of our endeavours only to find this

plate would not fit either!
By this time a little stress
was creeping into the situa
tion and we did feel a bit
sheepish when it became
apparent that the plate from
Tav's shed did fit after all. It
seems that in 1930
Chevrolet used common

pressure plates and flywheels in both cars
and trucks but different driven plates?
Perhaps a Chevrolet expert could enlighten
us. The vehicle was eventually mobile by
2.00am ready for the run home the follow
ing day. Thanks to Tav and Leslie Miller
and the Central Otago Branch members for
their assistance and hospitality.

For

to our doom ... /I

To enable Vintage car club members to
race historic vehicles in speed events an
agreement on a suitable regulatory frame
work was necessary. Lack of such a
framework has meant it was not possible
for historic vehicles to compete on licensed
circuits.

Under the agreement, The Vintage Car
Club of New Zealand (Inc) will affiliate to
MotorSport New Zealand lnc and will
issue dedicated historic competition
licences for its members.

Both organisations already have rules
covering technical and safety requirements
for competition among older cars. These
are to be aligned where required and there
will be ongoing consultation to minimise
event calendar clashes.

We are delighted with this outcome
which we are confident will lead to further
development of historic and classic motor
racing in New Zealand.

After a good nights sleep which soothed
our jangled nerves we travelled through
Queenstown to turn off on a small road to
Moke Lake, a beautiful area, just the place
for a beleaguered tour leader to redeem
himself by providing a relaxing day with
opportunity to sit and begin to transform
their thoughts of yesterday's adversity into
adventure' Some travelled on to Glenorchy
at the head of Lake Wakatipu before return
ing to Cromwell for our last night away.
Donald and Carol Williamson's 1930
Chevrolet failed to proceed from a fruit
stall just outside Cromwell and was towed
to the motels. After ascertaining the
problem was in the clutch, the gearbox was
removed with the assistance of the Central
Otago Branch members who loaned us
ramps, jacks, lights and generally provided
help above and beyond the call of duty. The
clutch plate proved to be the offending part
so a visit to Tav Miller's parts shed was
made and an apparently serviceable

the sump causing a loss of oil pressure. A
4WD backup vehicle was pressed into
service and provided extra braking when
engine braking could not be employed.

We safely reached the end of the track
and much to the amusement of all found a
sign describing it as a walking track.

if they had gone over the edge

would have all blithely followed

following the car in front of us without
running into them. I suspect that if they had
gone over the edge we would have all
blithely followed to our doom. However all
made it safely over the top and into the
valley, which made it worth the effort.

The Nevis Valley is approximately
40km long with a number of streams to
ford, in good weather they are
not a problem, and other than
the Hampton's Morris Minor
becoming a little irate with the
depth of water at one point and
the driver of a large expensive
British Tourer misjudging his
entry speed and watering his
ignition system there were no
problems. The valley is almost deserted
other than by one optimistic miner who has
reopened one of the old mines. At the site
of the old town of Nevis an old tin shed
remains. This is the headquarters of the
Nevis Bowling club which held a bowling
tournament here at the tum of the
Millennium, miles from anywhere and
presumably the first for decades. (And
probably the last until the next Millenium
celebrations.) The road climbs up to the
summit of the Carrick Range at 1300
metres above sea level, the highest public
road in New Zealand. After perusing a
copy of an authoritative volume used by
4WD enthusiasts, most decided to branch
off the Nevis Road onto the Carricktown
Track which passes the relics of the gold
mining days. This was not a good idea as
the track soon deteriorated with extremely
steep descents and rocky outcrops to be
negotiated with one car again having a
problem with its oil flowing to the front of

H istoric motor vehicle competition
is about to enter an exciting new
era in New Zealand following

agreement between MotorSport New
Zealand Onc) and The Vintage Car Club of
New Zealand (lnc) which will allow
historic vehicles to race on licensed motor
racing circuits.

The new agreement follows one
between the HA and the FIVA, the recog
nised international authorities in their
respective fields of motorsport and historic
vehicles.

Under international treaties MotorSport
New Zealand (lnc) has the delegated
authOJity from the FIA, the international
controlling body of motorsport, to govern
motorsport in New Zealand, while The
Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc) has
the delegated authority from FIVA to
govern historic vehicle activities in New
Zealand.
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John L Goddard Trophy

Nominations are sought for this presti
gious VCC trophy. Please refer to the
advertisement below. Do you know anyone
you would like to nominate?

Membership Cards

Membership Cards have now been
forwarded to all members who have paid
their subscriptions. If you have not
received your membership card, please
contact your Branch Secretary in the first
instance and they will notify the National
Office.

VCC Royal & SunAlliance Insurance
Scheme

The scheme specially written for VCC
Club members with Royal & SunAlliance
has been available to members for many
years. The Management Committee work
with Royal & SunAlliance on a regular
basis to keep the scheme up to date and
beneficial for VCC Club members. For
further details contact Royal &
SunAlliance direct on 0800 505 905
Please remember that it is a condition of
this scheme that you must be a financial
VCC member. If not, then any claims you
make may be declined.

Notices ot Motion
Members will be asked to vote on two

Notices of Motion which have been
received. Their details are printed on page
6 of this issue and members will be
forwarded a ballot paper in accordance
with the Club's Constitution.

Included with the annual mail out will
be a Business Reply Paid Voting Envelope.
Please note that this is for the purpose of
voting only and will only be accepted up to
8am 29 July 2002. Any envelopes received
after this time, without having a stamp
attached, will be returned to sender or
disposed of by NZ Post.

The
John L Goddard

Trophy
Members of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand are invited to nominate a recipient for this annual award, any
member they feel who has made some significant achievement in the past year It may be a particularly
significant restoration, a memorable motoring journey or an important historical article or series of articles
published in Beaded Wheels; or some special service to the Club.

Nominations for the Award should be forwarded to:

John L. Goddard Award
Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc)
PO Box 2546, Christchurch

Nominations close 30 June 2002

VCC Events
For inclusion in our next issue, fax details of Club Events 10 03 332 3531 by 10 July, 2002 or email us at beadedwheels@vcc.co.flz

Waikato Double Fifty Rally 1-2 June Wellington Colonial Cup 30 June
Wanganui Annual Rally 1-3 June Banks Peninsula Balcaim Trial 30 June
Canterbury Irishman Rally 1-3 June
South Canterbury 10th Annual All British Day 2 June Northland Winter Woollies Wander 6-7 July
Wairarapa Winter Wander 9 June Waitemata R'Oil Can Rally 6-7 July
Marlborough Chairman's Run 9 June Otago Auto Spectacular 6 July
Canterbury Restoration Run 9 June Wairarapa Casual Run 7 July
South Canterbury End of season run 9 June Southland Pink Ladies Social 13 July
North Shore Combined Rally 12 June Rotorua Swap Meet 14 July
Auckland Pot Luck Dinner 16 June Canterbury Motorcycle Mid Winter Run 20-21 July
Nelson Branch Run 16 June North Otago Time Trial 28 July
Far North Molloy Trophy 22 June
Waikato Night Trial 22 June Wairarapa National AGM 4 August
Manawatu Brass Monkey 22 June Canterbury Winter picnic 4 August
Waitemata Mid Winter Xmas 22-23 June Canterbury MIC Around the Bays to August
North Otago Mystery Run 23 June Auckland Winter Muster II August
1'''.:'_ D~_.I_.l1"L__ '_ ... _,...__.. __. _u __•__ ~ .. _ _ '_A_'_ .,_____________r~L_ ~_~ _____ f.':_.J__ ~:__ "_:____ ,_____ •.. __ ~_.:_.__. __ J_ 0.' ., ro or





THE WAY WE WERE
As recorded by Grant Hitchings

I n the last issue of Beaded Wheels I gave
a background to the early battery
electric vehicles and introduced readers

to a 1919 Walker electric half-ton truck.
This is owned and displayed by the lines
company Orion in Christchurch, its custo
dian is Neville Digby, an engineer in
Orion's IT department who supplied me
with most of the data relating to the
Walker.

Eleven feet long, 5ft 6in wide and with a
wheel base of 8ft, its cab (of tongue and
groove timber) towers 8ft above the road
propped up on 32in diameter wheels with a
solid tyre of size 5x3in thickness. The
driving position itself is finished 5ft above
ground level so good all-round visibility is
a definite plus. Fitted to the off-side front
wheel is its original Veeder hubodometer.

The energy source of two packs of 25
Nickel Cadmium batteries when in series
give a 60 volt power output. The present
cells, which replaced the originals many
years ago, have now deteriorated to the
point where they are rapidly falling off the
pace. Unfortunately the nearest supplier of
replacements is in Auckland and as they
are classified in the Dangerous Goods
category consignment costs alone are
extremely high.

Power source for the lights and
windscreen wiper is a standard lead-acid
12 volt car battery.

At the centre of the seat in the cab is a
lever that controls the power supply to the
motor. At starting, when maxiumum torque
is required, the batteries are connected in
parallel giving maxiumum current flow to
the motor. As speed is developed moving
the control forward alters their circuitry to
give a lesser current flow and higher
voltage with a consequent lesser demand
on battery power. This lever combines the
functions of the accelerator and gear selec
tor on a conventional petrol-powered car.

The main electric motor is incorporated
in the tinal drive. Evidently the armature is

hollow and the axle is taken through this,
connecting to the motor with a planetary
gear differential. The motor draws 50amps
at 60 volts which rates it at 3Kw, or near
enough to 4hp.

Obviously a special charger is required
for these vehicles. The Walker's unit is
designed to give a high initial charge for
the first six hours then a maintenance
charge for the rest of the time the vehicle is
connected to it. (The charger has a mechan
ical timer). Due to the poor condition of the
present battery packs Neville is uncertain
as to the possible speed and range of this
vehicle when new but information avail
able suggests it would cruise at about 12
mph with a range of approximately 45
mi les on the flat.

There is a footbrake and a foot operated
parking brake, both pedals being in the
usual position below the steering wheel.
Opposite under the driver's seat is a pedal
to select reverse and alongside is a brass
key to activate the charging unit and, when
withdrawn to kill the motor. Also tucked
under the seat is an amp-hour meter
designed to give an indication of the energy
stored and the remaining life in the cells,
and which is now extremely unreliable.

No speedometer is fitted but Neville
hastens to point out that the performance of
his charge is such that a sundial and tape
measure would probably be an acceptable
substitute.

The Walker weighs (with batteries)
3000lb (1.4 tons) and c,mies a payload of
just 0.5 tons. A comparison with petrol
powered vehicles is interesting. It seems the
1926 Ford Model T truck owned by VCC
member Barry Elcock stops the weigh
bridge scales at 2,200 Ibs and copes with a
payload of 2,240 lbs (1.0 tons). (This model
was the tirst truck produced by Ford.) The
Canterbury Branch has a 1928 International
truck which carries two thirds its own
weight. From these stats the disadvantage

of carrying the dead weight of a battery
pack becomes more obvious.

The Road Test
I joined Neville in the cab of the Walker

one Sunday morning and together we
perambulated around the city. (He trundles
it out once a month to keep the batteries
healthy.)

Our excursion was quite unremarkable.
The vehicle moved on cue with a smooth
transition from start to "amble", then to
"dawdle" without fuss and with little noise
from motor or road. However this might
not be the case on shingle.

Due to the poor condition of the fuel
cells Nev is always preoccupied with
conserving energy and drives to avoid
restarts and accelerations constantly
moving the control lever to suit the load on
the motor.

Steering is incredibly heavy, so much so
that its custodian is considering prescribing
a compulsory course of weightlifting for
prospective drivers before letting them
loose with his baby. Its steering circle is
adequate for an average size supermarket
parking area but if full lock is required it is
common for the steering to jam with a
consequent dismantle of the front axle
assembly being necessitated.

Although the Walker can hardly be
described as handsome or elegant
(grotesque springs to mind), it certainly
aroused interest during our trip and proved
to be quite relaxing to travel in.

After compiling this article I was left
wondering whether the Walker or a similar
electric vehicle had ever participated in a
VCC rally. Then a chance remark at a VCC
dinner provided a clue and sent me scurry
ing off to the Archive to look through some
old copies of Beaded Wheels. I hope my
findings will be the basis for a future article
in this magazine. III

Once a year Christchurch has an Edwardian pageant which includes a parade of
vehicles. The Walker, pictured, is a regular in that. For interest Orion ran a caption compe
tition using this photograph and I thought some readers may appreciate a few of the better
efforts.

... when they told me my new company car had wood panelling and everything was
electric [ was rapt, but this isn't quite what [ had in mind.

How do you drive this old thing? Well you just stick ,your foot here, fiddle this bit,
grab this and away you go ... Oh you mean the truck?

Grunt? You betcha - more toe than a Roman sandal!

Driver "[ don't think we'll make the Titanic in time, and she'll never forgive
me!"Bystander: "That's alright old time/; [know a short cut! No need 10 thank me."

"What are you telling me son ... a speed camera notice arriving home before we did."

"Hey you two! If you don't come out of there and give my kids a turn I'm going to
call/he mall manOf!er."
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The editorial committee reserve the right to
publish. edit or refuse publication of any item
submitted as comment.
The views expressed herein are those of the authors
and do nOl necessarily express the policy or views
of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) or
the publishers.

Dear Sir,
This Easter I had the most wondetful

four days away at the National South
Island Easter Rally in Oamaru.

It was a last minute decision to go and
I must adm.it to being a little nervous
about the trip and the whole weekend. It
was a big adventure for me and my two
boys on our own in my little '39 Ford 10.

We had nothing to worry about, there
was always someone with a friendly
word of encouragement or an offer of
help when needed.

The Oamaru folk all deserve a pat on
the back for their hospitality and organi
sation of absolutely everything. A very
huge thank you from me and my boys.

Going to Oamaru at Easter was my
first big Rally, and I definitely intend to
go to many more, especially next Easter
in Greymouth.

Thank you, once more to the North
Otago Branch and all the friendly
members of the Vintage Car Club who
made a good weekend into a great time.

Hilary Butterick

Dear Sir
Re: 1915 Walker Electrical
The article in last issue on Bob

Mansfield's photo of the Walker Electric
truck owned by the MED brought back
memories of the 1972 13th International
Rally at Nelson.

Des Cunningham entered the truck,
Entrant No. 644, and was on route 094.

Special dispensation was given to tow
a trailer on the rally and on this was
mounted a petrol driven generator in the
voltage of the trucks electric drive motor
and batteries. This gave continuous
recharge to the batteries and could also
be switched by remote control (under
control from the cab) to operate direct to
the motor.

When going down long hills a further
switch control turned the truck motor to a

braking power as the Walker brakes left a
lot to be desired.

The history of the VCC must have a
lot of these memories for older members

Spencer Barnard
Entrant 393, Route 102.

Dear Sir,
Greetings, since you published my

reminiscences with a Model A Ford "Old
Henry" in the early 50s I have been
amazed at the interest shown by people
who either lived in the Opotiki-Matawai
area or who had sim.ilar experiences or
cars in that immediate post-war era.
Because of a dearth of new cars, the old
worn out 1920s and 1930s models were
avidly patched up and kept running as
well as fetching astronomical prices as
returning servicemen sought vehicles.
Sadly, dozens were chopped into trucks
for tradesmen and farmers and the
tourer was the favourite for this type of
mutilation.

From the article, two gems surfaced.
One from a drainage contractor in
Opotiki who turned out to be one of my
actual mill-kid passengers in 1954. He'd
heard about the article through a Beaded
Wheels subscribing friend.

In a letter he recalled many of the
incidents mentioned. The second gem
was from a Wellington caller who said
that he had rescued a 1930 Model A
tOurer off a farm in Papamo, south of Mt
Maunganui. It apparently was being used
by teenagers to pound around the
paddocks and was in a very sad state.
When comparing notes it seems very
possible that he has in fact rescued Old
Henry and that the faithful old vehicle
may get a restoration and a new lease of
life! It is amazing. As I understand about
14,000 Model As were imported into
New Zealand during the period 1928
1932. At a guess there must be about
1,200 to 1,400 still existing. Many are
restored and running but I would guess
that there must be hundreds in sheds or
under houses awaiting restoration. There
are even many still awaiting discovery
and to see the light of day.

Thanks for your beautiful magazine,
with a plea for more nostalgic and
restoration articles.

Robin E Brickell

Dear Sir
In your AprillMay issue Mel R. Tapp

enquired about a Stork Kar. There must
have been at least three of these sold
including the Catlins car.

In the mid 1960s I was given a Stork
Kar 4 radiator badge from a car dumped
during a section clean up in Invercargill.
It was a diamond shape with blue letter
ing on'a white background. Sold in the
USA as a Piedmont the export models
were named after a Mr Stork associated
with the company. There was also a 6
cylinder model. They were built between
1919-1921. Harry Pulfer, at that time a

• ~ T,"", ... "

emblems and script offered me a Packard
mascot in exchange as in spite of adver
tising that he had 10,000 name plates he
had not heard of a Stork Kar. As I was
aware at that time someone, I think
around Waimate, also had remains. I
asked Pulfer if he was making copies to
send me one. He sold the Oliginal to a
collector, John Weis of New York. Later
one of the copies was purchased from
Pulfer by an Invercargill collector,
Murray Smith and it was this copy that
used to be displayed in the Queenstown
Motor Museum. I hope this is of interest.

NA McMillan

Dear Sir
I have been Waltlng for someone to

comment on the inside cover photos in
Beaded Wheels 254. So far no father as
the girl said (gazing at her baby).

Nonchalantly regarding my fingernails
may I modestly point out that this photo
appears in my classic work "Cadillac 
Standard of the World. The Complete
History" page 75 along with several other
Newman Brothers CadiUacs.

The photo shows a 1912 or 1913 four
cylinder Cadiliac (electric lights) outside
the old Nelson Chief Post Office with a
Newmans driver and six passenger load.
Judging by the road marks on the car
they may have just arrived in Nelson,
rather than starting out.

Identity of driver unknown to me, still
less the passengers. Neither do I know
the reason for the flag at front of the car,
nor the boy scout at the rear. If he is still
with us he must be as old as I sometimes
feel!

I have a mounted copy of the same
photograph among many given me by
Arthur Gregory, Newmans super
mechanic who kept these cars on the
road. He would certainly have known the
identity of the driver and occasion.
Unfortunately Mr Gregory has long gone
to the Great Cadillac Service Station
where there is never any oil on the
spotless concrete floor and the mechan
ics overalls are white as snow and cars
always in perfect condition.

Mr Gregory was a great help to me
when compiling my Cadiliac book, as
was Sir Jack Newman himself, whose
legendary V-16 is featured by my good
friend Barrie Grant in the same issue.

Maurice Hendry.

Dear Sir
With reference to the photo of the

1913 Cadillac 4 on the inside cover of
..." r ~ f"T"\1" 1 •



Nelson outside the Chief Post Office
corner of Trafalgar St and Halifax Sts.

The car was owned by Newman Bros,
part of their fleet of such models which
averaged about 900 miles weekly for 12
years according to Maurice Hendry's
Newmans History in Beaded Wheels
issue Sept 1959.

Ken Silke

Dear Sir,
The picture on the inside front cover

of Beaded Wheels 254 is a 1913 Cadiliac
type 30, 4 cylinder 366 ci 40hp, 120in
wheelbase, seven passenger touring
vehicle. The distinguishing feature for
1914 is the round mount below the
parking lamp, the 1912 or the 1914 did
not use this, it was peculiar to the 1913.

I own an 19 I I type 30 and a 1915
type 51 and my close friend has a 19 I3
type 30 the same as the vehicle pictured.

Fred Tremblay
Vancouver, Canada

Dear Sir,
I read with great interest your article in

Beaded Wheels 254 re the 1930 Cadillac
V16. There were a couple of dates regard
ing the time of the auctioning of the
vehicles, which I may be able to clarify a
little. I was born in 1948 and can remem
ber the Caddy parked in our drive in
Blenheim and can also remember riding
in it, so it must have been auctioned closer
to 1953. My father, Douglas Thynne,
worked for Straits Air Freight at the time
and used to bring the beast home. He still
has some photographs of it in a shoe box
somewhere. One in particular with the
bonnet removed and the valve covers off.
There may also be one of it being loaded
onto a Bristol Freighter to go to
Wellington for sale. I remember the side
mounts and the big woody back end.

My father still lives in Blenheim, next
door to Graham Edwards who edits the
Marlborough Branch Idle Torque in
Beaded Wheels.

About the same time as the Cadillac
my father bought a Stanley steam car
circa 1928, in Nelson, which he fully
restored and ran for a few years. It was
later regretfully sold to Giltrap's Motor
Museum in Australia. We also had a
traction engine but that's another story.

I now live in England but receive
Beaded Wheels. Thanks for a great
magazine.

John Thynne

Dear Sir,
November last year we purchased a

1928 Nash Coupe, series 360. It is in
sound condition but sadly needs total
restoration.

When we viewed the Nash we noticed
it had been modi tied. Unfortunately the
engine and gearbox had been removed
and replaced with an unknown engine
and gearbox. Apart from door handles
and some smaller items the Nash seemed

The person we purchased the Nash
from had no ownership papers and the
Nash had no number plates so we have
no history for this vehicles. The only
history we have is it was purchased from
Wellington (possibly Khandallah) where
it was stored for some years, it then
was taken to Havelock North in Hawkes
Bay and stored for twenty years. We
purchased it in November last year and
it remains in dry storage.

Ideally it would be good to purchase
another car or cars in poor condition or
parts of cars, before starting the restora
tion project.

The vehicle details are 1928 Nash
Coupe, 360 series advance 6 engine No
450854, overhead valve, wheelbase 127",
possibly twin ignition (but I'm not sure
on this). If anyone has information
regarding this Nash Coupe we would
dearly like to hear from you.

Peter and Wendy Hosegood
125 Thompson Road
Napier
Phone 06 835 7703
Cell 025 277 5337

Dear Sir
I was most surprised to open issue 252

OctINov of Beaded Wheels and see My
late father's 1948 GP Triumph "Blue
Lightning" inside the front cover. It
seems that when the photo was taken the
bike was with its previous owner, Gi1
Hitchman of Feilding, and may have
been taken at Cust (Christchurch). My
father purchased the bike in 1955 and it
remains with the family today. My father,
Les Hardway, passed away in 1988. This
bike is also an ex-Syd Jensen machine
and is I am told the bike that Syd was
presented with by the Triumph factory
for winning the Visitors' Cup at the Isle
of Man in 1949. The alloy tank and
fairings seen in the photo were created in

Le.\' Hardwav with "Blue Lightning ",

This Triumph wartime generator is one
from my own collection that I'm trying
to assemble (this one has been raided to
provide parts for a Triumph Trophy)

Blue Lightning taken at the Manawatu
motorcycle show, 1999.

Feilding (I think) in about 1950, when
Gil purchased the bike. The initials of the
people concerned still appear on the tank
today. They are HMH Hitchman,
Marston, Heyes. Apart from Gil the first
names escape me right now. J have
included some more photographs of the
bike and also one of a Triumph genera
tor. These generators provided the
cylinder head and barrels for the GP and
Trophy. My father's Triumphs both the
GP and 1949 Tiger 100 are still owned
by my mother and have since been joined
by my own 1944 3HW 250cc and the
Triumph generator.

Oave Hardway

Ed. note
Syd Jensen owned three GP Triumphs.

Blue Lightning, TF 20034R, wus the first
and was purchased by Gil Hitchman early
in 1949. It was modified by Gil and Frank
Heyes. The second, TF 27507R, was
presented to Syd by Edward Turnerfree of
charge on J3 May 1949 at the Triumph
factOlY following that year's Isle of Man
TT (see BW 254). The third TF 2757JR,
subsequent to the 1950 IOM TT failure, has
an as yet unknown history. I have been
unable to identify the Mr Marston you
speak of

Dear Sir
A friend and I are jointly researching

the career of Geoffrey C Meredith, a
NSW grazier who raced Bugattis in the
1920s. He had one or more Brescias and
also the tuned and shortened T 30 that he
entered at Muriwai in March 1928. We
are looking for detail on this and any
other New Zealand appearance by
Meredith in the period 1925-1927; he
died in June 1928 on the Isle of Man.



where he had been managing a team of
motorcyclists at the TT.

We have exhausted the resources of
the State Library of NSW, and have not
been able to find anyone with a copy of
ARE Messenger's book.

Is there any reader that has a
specialised interest in 1920s competition
history or in the Bugatti side of it? Our
angle is Meredith's activities, rather than
the history of the T 30 which has already
been well covered. I would appreciate
any information available

Dave Manson
davidsmanson@hotmail.com

Dear Sir
Re: 1939 Light 15 Citroen. I would

like to know what happened to this car. I
owned it in the early 1950s, it was sold in
what was then known as "Shark's Alley"
(Newmarket, Auckland). I was told it
was sold to a South Island buyer approx
imately 1951-52.

At the time it was painted light green
and had the registration No 198863. I
would appreciate any details.

Dick Taylor
25 Waterhouse St
Taradale
Napier

Dear Sir,
Behind the Wheel in Beaded Wheels

255 prompted me to recall 16 years of 3
litre Bentley ownership.

My longtime driving mate Brian
Goodman suggests the car was responsi
ble for a close relationship with my bank.
manager. Maybe, but when I got a sound
cylinder block fTOm Geoff Owen it was
all pleasure. It was also "Goody" who
told me to waltz with the B type gearbox
between third and fourth. Count 1-2-3-1
as in waltz time he said. He was a more
than adequate exponent of c1utchless
gear changes on most types of Bentley
boxes too. I was an avid pupil and found
it a not very difficult art to master. After I
converted my B box into a BS box with
new close ratio constant mesh gears, I
felt it was quite the nicest box on any
Vintage car I've ever driven.

I've been lucky enough to drive a 4'12
litre and also a Speed Six, but the 3 litre is
well described by Harry Chamock thus:

"The 4'/2 litre may be flitre,
But the 3 litre is nitre.
(and compared with Packard and
Delage,
is very much switre!)
I know which car I'd rather drive (and

own). I need a swift kick between the
dumbirons for ever selling it.

Alastair Jones.
PS. If you saw a 3 litre dash across the

TV One Sunday 6 o'clock news in
March with pop-group "Founnula"

Dear Sir,
Having owned, driven and maintained

Vintage Bentleys for over forty years, I
must take issue with Scott Thomson's
comments made in his article in BW255.

No Vintage Bentley ever left the
works with heavy steering, it is not a
characteristic of the marque, in fact the
factory brochure states, "The steering is
exceptionally light".

The three litre originally had a steer
ing box ratio of 6.75:1, this gave
wonderfully quick steering when the car
is fitted with the COlTect beaded edge 820
x 120 tyres (fitted as standard by the
factory, 880 x 120 were fitted on export
models to increase ground clearance to
nine inches).

The fitting of oversize tyres as seen in
the photograph of the car, creates the
heavy steering.

A further point that creates heavy
steering is the failure to adjust the kingpin
thrust bearings correctly, a drawing is
attached. Incorrect adjustment results in
the weight of the car being taken between
the bottom of the stub axle and the under
side of the axle beam, this condition ruins
the steering of the car.

Adjustment is easy on cars without
four wheel brakes but if these are fitted
the backplates have to be removed to
gain access to the adjusting nut, which is
under the domed alloy cover.

Excessive castor angle due to sagging
front springs can also cause the problem,
as can lack of kingpin lubrication or tyre
pressures being too low. The later three
litre cars are fitted with a steering box
having a ratio of 10.3:1, this had been
introduced to cope with the wider 5.25
tyres, and this is the box fitted to the 4'12.

Properly set up and maintained with the
correct tyres fitted, Vintage Bentley
steering is a delight. As to steering lock,
the standard figure for the car in question
should be 43ft on right lock and 38ft on
the left, this may seem limited by
modern standards.

As for the B type gearbox, it is very
strong and with the clutch stop properly
adjusted and a little experience should give
a competent Vintagent no problem at all!

I enclose a photograph of the Delage
world speed record V12 engine, taken
when my friend Bob Laycock was
rebuilding it in the UK four years ago.

David Starling
(Abridged, Ed.)

~l) .,.-""",oM. ftM-E
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RESTORED CARS
Magazine Australia

Dear Sir,
May I, through your column, thank

your members and other 'Kiwis' who
made our trip and tour of NZ so
memorable, happy and enjoyable when
Bentley Drivers Club Members (not all
of them unfortunately) were in your
fabulous country from 15 February to 20
March this year. It did not seem so far
from home until we got back here to the
UK and suffered something of a culture
shock! We had a ball and will come
again if you will let us'

David Rolfe

Dear Sir
On reading Beaded Wheels magazines

254 and 255 I thought, two of the best
issues that I have read for a while.

I look forward to receiving the
magazine and these two I found particu
larly interesting, the atticles were well
put together and enjoyable to read.

Mike Glenday

Was first published in 1973.
All back issues are available.
All vehicles featured are
restored or in original condi
tion. Events, How To's and
Australian motoring History
are a specially.

6 ISSUES (ONE YEAR)
Ausl $61.00 Air Mail

12 ISSUES (TWOYEARSj
Ausl $119.00 Air Mail

Bankcard - Visa - MasterCard available
EDDIE FORD PUBLICATIONS P/L

29 LYONS ST, NEWSTEAD VIC 3462 AUSTRALIA.
Ph 61 354762212 Fax 61 354762592

A division of

Tube Fab Ltd

97 Harman St

PO Box 9188

Addington

Christchurch 2

New Zealand

Ph 03 338 1142

Fax 03 338 9280

PilI STRlPlit

Beaded edge
Wide range
30x3 to 895x135
Split Rims

Well base Rolled edge.
All sizes.
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ECISION CASTINGS
Lost Wax Process Mould Making
Having trouble getting parts?

Now able to reproduce Vintage car parts using the
highly accurate lost wax casting method.

For all your non-ferrous casting requirements.

Phone Feilding 06 323 9465 o
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EDSEL FORD, AN ENIGMA 0 M CH OF THE WORLD, BROUGHT
STYLING AND GRACE TO A ROUGH AND TOUGH INDUSTRY
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advertising m.inds of his time He made
decisions quickly and stuck to them. In
less than an hour, he approved $1,500,000
in advertising for the Model A: (this from
the agency involved). Just before
announcement, Edsel took a little card
from his pocket and read out Model A
prices he had decided the previous day.
Total attendance the first day of showing
was well over ten million people, many
businesses and factories closed for the day
so all could see the new Ford. Within a
few weeks, orders for the car exceeded
800,000 units l

On a personal note, back in the 1950s I
stopped at the Studholme Junction pub on
the way back from a car race in Dunedin. I
was with the renowned (and hypercritical)
Stanton Brothers, sometimes being their
lap scorer. Charlie had just been reading
Charles Sorenson's new book "Forty Years
With Ford." He laid down his pint and said:
'There is no doubt Henry Ford was a great
man." Brother Maurie chipped in "He had
the ability to get things done."

I can't improve on that. It epitomises the
story of how the "blue oval" changed from
one letter of the alphabet to another, and
changed the lives of millions around the
globe.

Lincolns looked like that in 1920 and when
did you ever see a 1920 Model A ~)

Nor was the resemblance superficial,
Model A set new standards-trim was stain
less steel, bumpers were so tough that I still
recall a bumper-ta-bumper bash between
my father's A coupe and an expensive
Wolseley. The latter came off second best!

The Model A was designed the same
way as the Model T, a small group of able,
"hands-on" engineers under the total
domination of one man whom English
critic Richard Hough has called the greatest
industrial figure of the twentieth century.
Only in styling did Henry defer to Edsel,
all mechanical design had to be okayed by
the old man. When the final prototypes
were under test, Hemy said "someone must
be the public." He drove flat stick over
rough country, returning to say: "ride's too
rough. Put on hydraulic shock absorbers."
(The first time a low priced car was fitted
with them).

There's no need to tell BW readers
details of the Model A. Just a few more
points of interest. This new car wasn't the
first Model A Ford of course - that was
back in 1903. It was called Model A to
emphasize the total break from Model T
but say Model A today - everyone knows
it. Edsel Ford was "one of the ablest

When Lizzie THE GE~NTLEMAN OF THE INDUSTRY

Became a LadY~~I;~
Text Maurice Hendry

T here has seldom been anything Jike
the sheer drama, attendance and
sales on the introduction of Henry's

ModeJ A in J927. Henry himself, cantan
kerous as ever, was initially against it at the
time. His right hander, "Cast Iron CharJie"
Sorenson, however, was aJready " ...even
sicker of looking at Model Ts than the
public was."

It was past time for a change, and onJy
Henry failed to see it. "He could not
abandon the single biggest purpose of his
life," said Sorenson. After all, it was (and
todays journos have internationally agreed)
more significant than any other automobiJe
before or since, the true "Car of the
Century." It had become Henry's other self.

But the Model T - a very advanced
design on introduction in 1908, was now
outdated. Yet his sales guys did not have
the temerity to tell him they could not sell
his car against the more up to date
Chevrolet. Instead, they told his forward
looking son Edsel, who passed their views
on to the old man. At first, it caused a real
break between father and son.

Nobody knows exactly when Henry
changed his mind, but it was probably near
the end of 1926. He could ignore his sales
guys, but not mounting public opinion and
crashing sales. (Yet it is claimed that Ford
issued a verbal order to start design in
August 1926 and publicly denying it at the
same time.)

Front page news for every American
newspaper was a company statement on 25
May, 1927: "Ford to Build New Car"
Henry said himself on his birthday in July,
1927 "Sixty-four today and the biggest job
of my life ahead."

Ford shut down the Rouge plant and
tackled design of the new car himself. He
said: "Edsel and I decided on the wheel
base and size right away. After that we
worked things out on the drawing board
until we got them right."

Wheelbase was set at 103.5in and length
allowed for dummy dumb irons to can"y
bumpers, since cross springing was
retained. Henry sajd more speed, power
and comfort was neeed, "fifty and sixty
miles an hour today, where thirty or forty
satisfied in 1908."

Body drawings started in December
1926; initially derived from the
Model T. Edsel intervened and
insisted on modern styling, based
on the Lincoln, so that the Model A
looked completely different from
the T and had the elegance of a top
quality car of ten times the price.
(I am always amused at na'ive
remarks by the gullible that the
Lincoln of the twenties looks like a
7\/f,...,-l,col 6 It'e- thp r.th,cor UI~" "Allnrl



ODGAIRPORT GATEWAY MOTOR
CHRISTCHURCH

Apartment style units to suit all requirements, leisure and
business. Studio, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom suites.

Licensed restaurant. Secure off-street parki ng.

Only 2 kms from Airport, close to McLeans Island Club
Grounds, City Bus at Gates.

Proprietors: Errol and Kathryn Smith, VCC Members

RESERVATIONS 0800 2 GATEWAY· 080024283929
EMAIL: info@llirportgateway.co.nz

45 ROYDVALE AVENUE, CHRISTCHURCH 8005 • PHONE 03 358 7093 FAX 03 358 3654

Custom made, all steel, weatheNanes, designed to last a lifetime. Zinc
plated and finished with 2 pot epoxy paint. Standard height, including
silhouette, 900mm, width 820mm. Choose from standard silhouette
designs or we can custom make your silhouette from a photograph or
drawing. Special sizes made to order.

WEATHER VANES

Fo!' hrochure contact
Grandau Forge, 55 Storey Road, RD 2,
Waiuku Auckland Phone/fox 09 235 6454

Purv

WITH PRIDEWE

Rotorua Electroplaters &. Metal Po ishers est. 1971
Specialising in all types of Electroplating on:
• Classic, Vintage and Veteran • Cars & Bikes

We still use the Triple Plate Process: COPPER - NICKEL - CHROME
Also Specialists in Industrial Hard Chrome

84 View Rd, Rotorua
Phone/Fax 07 348 7487

NEW ZEALAJ\lD'S FOREMOST HJSTORlC MOTORING MAGAZINE

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
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Card NumberOOOO 0000 0000 0000

Renewal Sent to (if different from above)
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TO:- FREEPOST 1757, Beaded Wheels,
P.O. Box 13-140, Christchurch
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PISTON RINGS CAST IRON

WELDING
Powder Spray Process,

Cylinder Heads, Manifolds,
Cooling Fins, Castings,
Mechanical Repairs &

Rebuilds

THOMAS ROWE
MOTORING ENGINEER Ltd

No. 6 R.D.
Palmerston North
Phone 06 324-8707

PISTONS, VALVES, HEAD GASKETS
TIMING GEARS, MORSE CHAINS

ENGINE BEARINGS
GEORGE CALDER LIMITED

307 HOON HAY ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH
PH 03 338 5372 FAX 033385482

VINTAGE & CLASSIC
ENGINE PARTS

FORD & CHEVROLET
REPRO PARTS _~ _
'28-'48 ~.''/~li-

For N.Z.'s largest range of piston
rings contact:

JOHNSON'S PISTON RINGS LTD.
PH: 095797219/5798788

918 Gt South Road, Penrose,
PO Box 12-230, Penrose, Auckland

OPEN SATURDAY
MORNI'NG - 8.30-12.30

CUSTOM BUILT PISTON RINGS

WE CAN MAKE CUSTOM RINGS FOR MOST
C~CKS & MOTOR MOWERS

/~

- ~\ FIVE DAY DELIVERY
\I'e \\e\(j" ~ PROMPT SERVICE ASSURED

cl!> ,,~
,,\..ea ,,,...~

~~ - / 20% DISCOUNT
ON MENTIONING THIS AD

Whet'e older cars are seen and loved.
- And some are for sale -

Ph: 07 573 6547
Te Puke - Rotorua HighwaY(flc.\'1 to Khpifrllit Cormn"y)

THE FASCINATING HISTORY OF MOTORING

Goldies
Garage

OWEN P. GOLDSMITH
Proprietor

25 Years Experience

Vintage, P. v., P. W. & Classic Restoration

From start to the finished vehicle or just
repairs to component as required.

Pyes Pa,
Tauranga.

Phone:
075430061

Member

'OLD AUTO RUBBER'

VINTAGE AUTO PARTS
ROAD AND TRACK SUPPLIES

PO Box 5369 Papanui, Christchurch
Telephone 03 352 0406
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Text David Lane

T he Gatsby Picnic held in Devonport
on to March was to be a nOt-too
serious affair. After all we are an

eclectic bunch of odd-balls who just love
dressing up, driving old cars and reliving
the grand old days of the 30s and 40s. So
with that in mind, a small group of us
representing AVCC, North Shore VCC and
Waitemata Branch got together over a few
G&Ts and decided to have a Gatsby Picnic
north of the Bombays. As planned, we met
first in the Auckland Domain on Sunday
morning for champers and cucumber
sandwiches. It quickly became a bustling
scene seemingly straight out of the Great
Depression era. How graceful and elegant
everyone looked, strolling amongst the
huge Morton Bay fig trees sipping
champers and admiring each other. About
Il.30am we all departed for a new assem
bly point over the harbour bridge just on
the outskirts of Devonport. Here the Police
kindly provided us with a rolling block,
which enabled some 70 beautiful Vintage
cars to move off together to make our
grand entrance sharp on midday. What a
sight we must have been, with Shane Smith
looking so resplendent on his Penny
Farthing bicycle, leading us all into
Devonport and on to the Windsor Reserve.
With parking all pre-arranged around the
Reserve, we soon had our finest china and
silverware out on display and, together
with a total of four jazz bands playing
music of the period, we soon settled in for a
spiffingly good time. Dallas McNeil was
also present with his Penny-Farthing and we
were able to hold the first official Penny
Farthing race seen in Auckland for over 100
years. The crowds kept coming and it was
good to see so many of the general public
joining us for the picnic as well. Mid-aftcr-

through the shopping centre and taking
time to visit the steam tug William C DaJdy
with all its polished brass.

From all reports, this was a very
successful event. The NZ Herald did an
eight picture coverage on the following
Tuesday about our picnic. So I ask myself,
what is making these types of events so
popular? I'm sure that it is at least partly
due to the tireless efforts of people like leff
and Diane McQuarrie of the Hawkes Bay
VCC, who have promoted this following of
fashion at Napier's Art Deco Weekend for
many years. This year they had over ISO
cars enter the fun. For many years the old
vanguard of our movement were too often
vocal about anyone dressing up in any
shape or form. The fact that so many of us
have now embraced the concept that, with
care, we can dress up and look appropriate
as we drive our treasures, is very healthy
for our movement. I call it "reliving the
past". There is no doubt about this growing
trend of enthusiasm within the club's
membership. For years the women have
taken a back seat (pardon the pun) while us
guys restored and had fun with our cars.
Now the ladies are happy to join us, and
they seem to enjoy checking out "Op"
shops and antique stores for clothes and
tableware. The best shop we found for
superb retro clothes is Kathleen and Stan's
(members) shop called In Vogue Exclusive
in Waihi. It's well worth the journey. To see
the women chatting so enthusiastically,
admiring, ananging their men's outfits, and
going to enormous trouble to complete the
whole scene, brings a breath of fresh air and
a new dimension to our movement. Long
may it continue. If you would like to see
some excellent pictures of the Gatsby Picnic
at Devonport, go to the following web site:

. - -- --

Louise Fitzgibbofl and Jeana Lendich enjoy a
taste of the high life.

The standard o/picnic hampers stood up to
close scrutiny.

Mary Lane and Sally Whitely looking mther foxy.



Peter alld Kay Del/all' from Timaru won the Long
Distance trophy.

Cl/brief's filII, built in 1885 as a BNZ ballk, backdrops some of the riders - Doug Hayman third from
the righl.

South Otago Branch

Annual Motorcycle Rally
Text and photos Bill Cross

fan MeDollald all ill Blue.

Phil Sell and fan McDonald ready at Ihe
Balclulha s/arl. .

Lawrence lunchslOp plVvides time for a look
llrourwlhe machines.

A lthough the day was overcast and
the odd shower of rain persisted it
was a good run to Lawrence via

Tuapeka, Waitahuna West and down the
infamous Breakneck Road to the historic
goldfield town.

Lawrence is rejuvenating in these days
of tourism and the classic old buildings are
being restored, as with the former Bank of
New Zealand building now known as
Gabriel's Inn where the rally entrants
stopped for lunch. Anthem House still
stands proudly at Lawrence, the former

oug
HAYMAN

home of John Joseph Woods (1877-1932),
a Lawrence school teacher and musician
who later became the Tuapeka County
Clerk, composer for the music for our
National Anthem Good Defend New
Zealand. The words of the anthem came
from a young Irish immigrant poet,
Thomas Bracken. The South Otago Branch
catered well for morning tea and the
evening meal after which the following
trophies were presented in their respective

classes. ~

Doug Hayman is South Otago Branch's
most senior member. Recently he
donned his leathers once again and took
part in the South Otago Branch 28th
Annual Motor Cycle Rally on Saturday 9
March 2002, riding his 1948 Ariel.
Doug's first solo ride was a friend's 7-9hp
Harley, 1925 model, same age as Doug,
this bike is presently in the Lawrence
Museum. The first machine owned by Doug
was an early flat tank Sun two-stroke, with
beaded edge tyres, lever throttle, cost £15,
a lot of money at the time. For a young
flight mechanic immediately after World
War 11, there was not much joy when
purchasing a 350 Joy Boy for £29, however
it did have a very good prop stand.
Next came a 500cc OK Supreme - SV JAP
motor, and Doug has never seen an
identical model. Then came the loan of a
OHC 500 Norton (CS 1 model, the

Left: Doug and his late '49 lIear new swillging
ann 500cc AlS.
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Motorcycle & Car W,le Wheel
Repairs & Restorations

Hameo
Industries

**

Truck Parts Mid 30's
to Early 70's

We provide personal service
for the General Motors truck
restorer. Detail Items for the
perfectionist. Most parts
always in stock. Customer
satisfaction is our goal. Can
we help you? Our ever
growing catalog remains the
same prIce as always· FREE!
(Specify year of trUCk.)
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Y1SIT OUfl WEB SITE: www.oldchevytrucks.com
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We Specialise In

a Custom Made Spokes • Speedway Wheels
Rim and Frame uning • Wheel Building &Truing

• Complete Wheel Restoration

Vintage - Classic - Modern
Craig & Debbie Hambling

Phone 06 324 8345
Mobile OH 211 7864

410 Green Road, RD 6, Palmerston North
Day or Night

Flathead & Customline
Specialist

SHOWROOM
Old Mill Building, 2 Hyde Street,

Kati Kati 3063
Phone: 07 549 4211

Fax 07 5492000
Specialising in new and rebuilt early

Ford V8 Parts & Accessories.
Hours 9-5 Weekdays

Others taking part
Kevin Fowler 1988 Honda
lan McDonald 1950 Triumph
Neville King 1954 Sunbeam
Hayden Murray 1955 Ariel
Ken McKenzie 1952 BSA
Malcolm Thomsan 1951 Sunbeam
Stuart Adamson 1957 Triumph

1930 BSA
1941 Indian
1956 Francis-Barnett
1970 Triumph
1941 Indian
1960 BSA
1951 Norton
1947 Ariel
1956 Francis-Barnett
1956 Jawa

Allan Budge
Robin Benington
Ross Ma.thews
Stuart McElrea
Robin Benington
Kay Dellow
Philip Sell
Kay & Peter Dellow
Ross Mathews
I-Iec Browett

SH I north ofBalclutha, Hec Broweff puts ill a wordjor the three looking 011, AlIan Budge, Neville King
and Robin Benington.

forerunner of the International). but
unfortunately not for sale.
The only side-car equivalent experience
was with a 7-9 Harley and side delivery
deck, used mainly to carry farm tractor
fuel drums. A mid 1920s 500cc OHV flat
tank AJS followed, no lighting but a great
performer. Then came a 1938 350cc Sports
AJS, followed by a near new swinging arm
500 AJS.
An ex-army Indian was traded for the AJS
and resold. Doug then had a period
without bikes, but could not resist buying
a 1948 500cc Red Hunter Ariel which he
still owns and rallies.
A Francis-Barnett and a Jawa were also
used on the farm at Tuapeka Mouth, plus
numerous Honda, Kawasaki, and Yamaha. A
swing arm 197cc Sun is waiting in the wings
for Doug's future motorcycling rallies.

Doug's '49 swinging arm 500cc AJS with Dave
Smilh on pillion exiling (or ell/ering) Cusl
motorcycle Grand Prix.

RESULTS

Vintage
Post Vintage
Post War
PGO
American
Ladies
Riders Choice
Long Distance
Overall winner
Runner up



I Dreamed of a

and a whole pile of brake parts with
advanced corrosion particularly on the
aluminium components. There were also
boxes which yielded up numerous Hartford
shock absorbers, electrical components and
bits and pieces of instruments that would ill
time find their place in the jigsaw puzzle.
There was absolutely no bodywork of any
description which gave me free rein when
it came to deciding what to build out of my
pile of scrap.

The word had got around that my
project was about to kick off and I was
offered (at a price) a set of 19in wire
knock-on wheels with Riley spinners.
These duly arrived from Durban and were
found to be in excellent condition. I was

RACING RILEY

had restored in Durban
and used on the Milligan Rally in the
Eastcape that year. This was one of the cars
that had been brought out from England to
race in the South African Grand Prix in
East London in the mid 1930s. John had
done a masterful restoration of this notab1le
car and when I saw it for the first time I
quite simply fell in love with it. But sadly I
could never aspire to owning a car like that
myself.

But imagination is a wondelful thing
and slowly the germ of an idea formed in
my mind, took root, and soon the idea of
building a replica of this car from the parts
I had, began to look like a possibility. It
seemed like the ideal solution to getting my
dream car and using the basket case of
Riley parts I had paid good money for.

Back to the Drawing Board
Having been a draughtsman for quite a

few years when I was much younger, I sat
down at my drawing board and made a
qu.arter scale. drawing of an Ulster Imp
uSlllg restoralton photographs and dimen
sion sketches which John had sent me. The
final drawing looked okay and soon after
that things started to happen in earnest.

I took stock of the parts that I had. There
w~re almost three complete 9hp engines
With two cylInder heads, two different
gearboxes, an accident damaged (unidenti
fied model) Riley chassis with number filed
off, a diff with torque tube, and a very
corroded front axle assembly, a radiator
<::l1rrt1llnn tlf thR' nprinri V~r1rm<:: whpf"l hllhc::Pieces of the Rile)' jigsaw puu/; laid out on the

As many kiwi enthusiasts know the

spirit of Vintage motoring and car

restoration is something that

transcends international

boundaries.

It has taken three long years for

South African Beaded Wheels

reader, Michael lones, to finally turn

his dream into a 2002 reality...

T his story starts with a classic old car
scenario. Wife (unreasonable) who
has seen it all before, looks at pile

of rusted scrap that has been unloaded in
her ?ack yard and enquired of sheepish
looking husband "You paid how much for
that pile of junk?"

That must have been some twenty years
ago (I'm still married to the same lady) and
the scrap metal I paid R 1200 (NZ$240) for
all those years ago has finally been trans
form~d ~nto an object of beauty,
funcltonalIty and value and this is the story
of how it came about.

Tempted by Trash
Sometime in the 1980s a pal of mine, a

fellow Riley enthusiast in Cape Town,
phoned to ask whether I was interested in
taking over a pile of miscellaneous Riley 9
parts as he was now concentrating on the 6
cylinder models. I had a Riley Gamecock
at the time and decided it might be worth
investing in these parts even if only as
spares for my Gamecock.

Some time later the Gamecock was sold
and the collection of "9" parts was packed
away ~n the loft in my garage where they
were lIberally sprayed with old engine oil.
In the back of my mind I had always had a
hankering '10 build something out of my
IOvestmeot III scrap, but other cars and
restorations intervened and this ambition
had to be put on hold until such time as
circumstances were right ... this was going
to be no ordinary challenge.

Exactly three years ago after visiting
New Zealand this dream started taking
shape. I brought down all the unrelated
Riley bits and pieces and laid them out on
the ~arage floor and then a plan started
comlllg together of what I should do with
this mechanical jigsaw puzzle. In 1988 I
had written an article about John
Harmsworth's Riley Ulster Imp which he



now ready to commence my exciting
project.

Chassis Surgery
In the 1930s the Riley Company were

passionately involved in motor racing and
many notable successes were achieved in

that field. One of the
models that performed with

distinction was the Ulster Imp
which was based on the standard

9hp Imp production model, surely
one of the prettiest sportscars to

come out of England with its distinc-
tive Italian styling.

The conversion from standard
production to racing model was

achieved by removing the standard
(rather heavy) body and replacing it with

a lightweight aluminium two-seater
cockpit with removabte boat-tail and
simple cycle-type mudguards. This was
bolted to a shortened and lowered chassis,
achieved by cutting the standard 8ft 10'hin
chassis passing above the rear axle, and by
fabricating a new rear half passing below
the rear axle which was nhen welded to the
front end and cross-braced and measuring
8ft 6in overall. This modilication consider
ably lowered the centre of gravity of the
car and enabled the low-profile aluminium
body to be accommodated. The standard
9hp engine was considerably modified
with particular attention to the two
bearing crankshaft which was beefed up
and fully balanced.

A working drawing was made of the
chassis modification and after sandblasting
the components that I had were revised as
per racing specification. This formed the
basis of everything that happened after
wards and was the key to the final success
of the project. To ensure that the modified
chassis was symmetrical and true, it was
taken to a major bodyshop in town where it
was set up on their chassis bed and correct
ed for any mis-alignment. This was done at
no charge and I was now ready to
commence the rebuilding in earnest.

There were no road springs of any
description to use on the chassis so once
again a drawing had to be made and the
four leaf springs made up by Springwell in
Port Elizabeth. Their workmanship was
excellent and the cost surprisingly reason
able. All the spring shackles, shackle pins
and bushes had to be manufactured in my
workshop and this is when I realised how
invaluable my little Myford lathe was
going to be.

learning New Crafts
There are many things that make motor

car restoration a satisfying hobby but
perhaps the most important factor is the
new crafts that are learned along the way.

A mock·up of the body was huilt.first out of
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Templates were cut from cardboard before
cutting aluminium sheeting.

The Finishing Touches
Finally the dismantled bodywork was

delivered to Dave Claxton's bodyshop for
final finishing off and painting. Dave is a
perfectionist and the agreement I had with

Other Major Expenses.
Meanwhile the engine had been deliv

ered to Peterson and Smithies who have
been machining and boring old engines for
me for many years. My friend Jerry knows
more about white metal ling and other
vanishing crafts than your average artisan
and I have entrusted many an engine
rebuild to his capable machine shop. Once
again I was not disappointed and Jerry
came up with the goods and the cost was
by no means exhorbitant.

The gearbox, differential and steering
box were all rebuilt in my workshop at
home with new bushes or bearings fitted
where necessary. The torque-tube and drive
shaft had to be shortened to fit the 8ft 6in
chassis, and also the basic mechanical units
had to be handmade, and my lathe, drill
press, bandsaw and welder worked
overtime, and the car came together steadily.

The braking system required special
attention and much fabrication of parts.
Instead of the cable system as originally
equipped, I had to substitute a Girling rod
system from a Riley 12/4 (scrounged from
my brother) due to a shortage of original
parts. The Andre Hartford shock absorbers
looked good after a total rebuild. The wire
wheels were sandblasted, painted and had
tyres fitted. The brass wheel-spinners had
had a hard life and required much cosmet
ic surgery to get them looking like new
before they could be handed in for plating.
Local electra-platers, Power Plating, did a
professional job of all the hundreds of bits
I took to them and never lost or damaged
anything.

The Riley radiator surround had to be
shortened to tit the lower profile of the car
and a modern core was made up by
Silverton using the original header and
bottom tank. I also adapted an electric fan
at the back of the radiator as the engine
cooling relies on the tbermosyphon
method only.

A new fuel tank had to be made to fit in
the narrow space between the rear chassis
members. The jigsaw puzzle was definitely
taking shape and beginning to look like
something vaguely resembling a motor car.

A fellow enthusiast Lyn Ward from
Cape Town spent a few days visiting
relations in Port Elizabeth and was able to
wire the car for me.

Port Elizabeth is not a city where it is easy
to get specialist jobs done but one of the
supreme craftsmen that this motor city
does boast is an expert car body builder
who owns, and knows how to use, an
English body wheel. (Used for shaping
compound body panels from either steel or
aluminium plate.) Jerry Van Antwerpen is
highly regarded countrywide and has built
some exceptional car bodies for various
owners (both rich and famous) around the
country. When it came to forming the new
body for my Riley he was the obvious
person 4:0 do it. Unfortunately Jerry was
involved on a major project for one of the
local car companies and was unable to
help me.

I had to resort to plan B which was to
have a go at it myself. With the help of my
good friend (and professional restorer)
Dave Henderson, I set about the task. With
reference to the Harmsworth photographs
and sketches I was able to build a mock-up
of the basically simple body shape from
strips of timber (very much as we used to
build model aircraft) directly onto the
chassis. Once the proportions looked right
I removed the dummy from the chassis and
used this as a pattern for building the actual
body frame which was constructed from
laminated 12mm plywood and solid
timber, all dowelled together with water
proof yacht glue. Many hours of shaping
with a rasp were then needed to get the
contours and profiles right.

The firewall and scuttle were construct
ed of sheet aluminium rivetted together and
bo'lted to the front bodyframe member.

The fmt really big expense was the
1.6nun semi-hard aluminium sheets which
were bought from the local aluminium
supplier for cladding the now completed
body frame. At the same time I bought
large sheets of cardboard which were to be
used for making up templates and I was
now ready for a crash course in sheet metal
construction. Building a car body from
scratch is not for the faint hearted and
many bits of good aluminium were
assigned to the scrap heap before I was
satisfied with the result. The whole experi
ence was a leaming curve and at many
stages the shaping of the raw metal was a
daunting task, particularly the 'boat-tail
whose compound shape had to be beaten
out on a bag of sand and a large curved
wooden dolly. But the body did take shape,
a jig was borrowed for cutting the bonnet
louvres and slowly but surely progress
continued. At the end r was by no means
ashamed of what I had achieved.

Cladding the bodyframe with 1.6mm aluminium
was relOlively painless.

Forming the aluminium boat-tail wm a major
challenge.

.
t'

. 1-
The timber body frame ready for covering.

Rob Van Der Menve's aluminium weldinQ was



him was that the work on my body would
be fitted in between the commercial jobs in
his workshop. The work did take a bit
longer than I had hoped, but the standard of
workmanship was beyond question and I
was entirely happy with the end result.

Now came the best part of the three year
project. After 3,000 hours of blood, sweat
and tears I was able to commence the final
assembly. What a joy it was to see all those
body components in deep maroon coming
together for the last time. The newly made
leather upholstered seats finding their place
and of course all the smai'l chromed and
polished components being put in place.
The last act was to lit the polished alumini
um louvred bonnet, which with the black
leather straps that hold it in place. gave a
magnificent finishing touch.

At the beginning I had visualised what
the final car would look like and I have to
admit that when I stood back and looked
at the final result it far exceeded my
expectations.

I took the car for its official drive on
New Year's morning 2002. It was a great
moment and I am pleased to report that
everything seemed to work as it should and
that I got home again without any major
hassles. I will now have to take the car for
roadworthiness and licencing.

My final act has been to add up all the
invoices, credit card slips, cash sales and
other expenses I had along the way includ
ing the initial cost of the parts. A ligure of
R2S,OOO (NZ$S,OOO) did not sound too bad
for what I have ended up with. Yes, it is a
replica but it certainly doesn't look like one
and would undoubtedly fetch a handsome
price particularly in Britain where cars of
this type are so sought after. But more
importantly for me is the fact that this has
been the most satisfying project I have ever
undertaken. For three years of my life I
have been able to concentrate so much
energy and enthusiasm on an interest that
has been all-consuming and that at the end
is by no means a bad investment.

Would I ever do it again? Perhaps not
but please don't tempt me. In the meantime
I'm going to have a bit of fun living the life
of Riley. IDI

$150
$99
$95

e8>Model '~"& "T" Parts
SPECIALS

Model A Transmission parts calf for pricing Wind wing brackets open car
Firestone 600x16" Tyre $235 Tubes $30 Wind wing brackets dosed car
Dodge 6 cyl copper DD head gaskets $50ea Model A engine gasket sets

Send for latest special list
Phone/fax 03 7556085 Email deb.ian.cameron@xtra.co.nz

Blue Spur Road, Hokitika. Mastercard and Visa Accepted



Le Mans

This Davis drawing pokes fun at
Benjafield who defected from the works
team to Birkin's Blower outfit and came
to the right party with the wrong tie! The
dog belonged to the German driver,
Caracciola.

The Gordon-Crosby cartoon in colour,
top left, shows a hippie looking Fontes
with Hindmarsh (see Behind the Wheel,
Beaded Wheels 252). You didn't just read
the reports of Le Mans. You became an
insider. Davis and Gordon-Crosby saw to
that!

One year the artist returned with a
beautiful bird's-eye painting of Le Mans,
maybe a metre square. In the centre a
small pointer like a roulette wheel direct
ed the progress and fortunes of four tiny
racing cars, sculptured from lead. Red,
green, blue, and yellow, each had a crafted
wooden box. Michael's favourite was the
Bugatti, the blade wheels of which actual
ly turned. Although The Autocar shelved
plans to market the game it remained a
favourite for many years with adult
visitors.
Gordon-Crosby Country is a mini series for
Beaded Wheels featuring the art of
F Gordrm-Crosbv. Scot! Thomson collaborates

of his coachbuilt Rileys snapped by wife
Mmjorie en route for Le Mans. The
setting says "France", so does the outfit of
the normally so English artist. Sammy
Davis, who had studied art in France, may
have talked him into this.

By Scatt Thomson

Gordon-Crosby

COUNTRY

shows the 1927 White House crash. In
1990 the original painting sold for
£46,000.

Sammy is in the 1927 winner, car 3,
Benjafield's three litre. The car on its side,
the prototype 4112, was owned by Barnato
who drove it to victory the following year.
Most of the "works" Bentleys were in fact
privately owned. F Gordon-Crosby could
claim his creation was first home six
times. He designed both Bentley and
Lagonda radiator badges.

The photo below is of the artist and one

If a British driver dared to race
overseas between the wars, the chance
was it would be the big annual outing: Le
Mans. The Autocar people publicised the
event and you felt at home. In The
Autocar pit there was real English tea 
and impish sketches of people you knew
done by F Gordon-Crosby.

Sports Editor Sammy Davis, himself a
talented artist, raced there seven times and
also managed various teams.

Probably the most famous
Gordon-Crosby picture (facing page)
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Hawke's Bay Branch

Art

Our own John Cocking, a professional
actor and member of the Hawke's Bay
Branch, has taken Lhe part of Bertie for
some years. He has become something of
an icon and a hit around part of the Art
Deco celebration in Napier. He is recog
nised as an ambassador for the city and has
a fully licensed 1934 Buick Sedan with
which to show tourists the sights of the
area.

On Friday 15 February this year, 153
Vintage car owners pointed their steeds in
Napier's direction and gathered near the
sound-shell outside the Masonic Hotel to
begin what was a most enjoyable and not
too-serious rally. Two Ford Model Ts drove
from Feilding via Taihape on the Thursday
prior to the rally to be there! The cars in the
event were all pre-1945, as is the Art Deco
period, and the crews were for the most
part dressed in contemporary costume.

Many of the women-folk take great care
to present themselves, with often several
outfits for day and evening wear, finding
Gran'ma's old dresses, fox-furs and the
like quite acceptable. And they make sure
their men are presented properly too, with
boater and homberg hats, striped blazers,
cravats, braces, bow-ties, and so on. There
would hardly be a drawer in Napier where
a moth would feel safe!

Entrants came from as far away as
Wanaka and north of Auckland, with one
entrant this year bringing his car from the
United Kingdom! Local entrant, GOl'don
Vogtherr, was a lad of five years of age

Doug Ridder promenades the Marine Parade

The celebration of style that has become the

H'awke's Bay Art Deco Festival grows in size

each year, despite the tragic events

that caused Napier to become the

Art Deco capital of New Zealand.

VCCNZ members and their vehicles

are now an integral part of this

annual event - revelling in the

opportunity to relive a bygone era

,in singular style and truly getting,

into the swing of things ...

n the third day of February, 1931,
at 10.03 am, the cities of Napier
and Hastings in Hawke's Bay on

New Zealand's East coast were devastated
when a catastrophic earthquake measuring
7.2 on the Richter scale hit the area. There
was a major loss of life and much of the
metropolitan area of both cities was
destroyed, if not by the shake then by the
following devastating fires. Napier city
rose two metres above sea level from its
existing height, and what used to be swamp
is today covered by houses and the Napier
Airport.

As a result, during the period in the
1930s leading up to WWIl, both cities were
substantially rebuilt in the architectural
style of the time, known as Art Deco. For
several years the people of Napier and
Hastings have had a "not-sa-serious"
celebration of "Art Deco" culture. The
vehicles of the period are invited into the
towns along with many hundreds of people
dressed in Art Deco period attire. The
Hawke's Bay Branch of the Vintage Car
Club is an integral part of the weekend and
for 14 years now have had a rally and
display of one sort or another to bolster the
activities in the area. The Marine Parade in
Napier is the focus of the weekend and it is
the "proper thing to do" to parade in one's
car dressed according to the time and also
to be seen promenading with "one's gal"
along Emerson Street. There are minor
activities all week leading up to the Friday
night when things really start to hum.

o



Phil and Maureen Peach from Napier in their
1924 Chevrolet Roadster

Nyall and Jodene Simkinfrom New Plymouth in
their 1920 Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost won the
"Best Family Group."

Bruce and Alison Corrad .finm Napier in their
1939 Morris Eight won the Best CoS/umed
Couple in the Post Vintage Section

Robert, Lynette Duncan andfriendsJi"Oln Wmwka in their 1936 Packard V12.

Malcolm and Terry Dean .fi·om Auckland in
their 1936 Packard Convertible Coupe were
joint winners for "Best Original Clothing."

Raly
1924 Chevrolet cross the 1/uaekuri River near Puketapu.

o
when the 'quake took place and had ooly
been at school a day and a bit when, to his
bewilderment, it all fell down around him.
Other older members also have similar
stories to tell.

The format for the weekend for the VCC
people is to gather on the Marine Parade on
Friday evening properly attired to pick up
the rally instructions, and then mingle.
Some this year joined in a new event called
the Depression ninner as at the time of the
earthquake the world was in the midst of
the Great Depression. The format for this
was to be dressed in your tattiest clothing
with a pannikin for your soup followed by
a helping of stew on rice. Reports are that
the food was very filling and the singing of
period songs was a treat. Entrants Barbie
Left: Throngs ofpeople taking part in the
Ga/sby Picnic as seen from the stage of the

and Jim Speers along with Ewan and Myra
Gardiner who attended believe it is a must
do for next year as they were in fits most of
the night!

On Saturday the more serious entrants
entered the competitive section and later
joined the less serious tOUling entrants at
Church Road winery where there was a
judging of entrants' costumes. Following
this, all cars went touring around the
environs of Napier and Hastings before
entering as a parade through Emerson Street
into Napier where the crowds of public were
there to inspect the cars driving tlu"Ough. As
we passed among the crowd the heavens
opened, so the hand-operated wind-screen
wiper on our car was put to good use to the
amused delight and hoots of laughter of the
public who had never seen one in operation
before. With the cars safely parked UP in



front of the sound-shell again, we mingled
and socialised prior to the prize-giving,
enjoying the company of our many old-car
owning friends. Geoff and Diane Quarrie,
the Hawke's Bay VCC Club Captain and
Chairman respectively, have been the organ
isers of this event for viltually all of the
rallies since its inception 14 years ago. They
have line tuned the running of the event now
to the point that things simply (or so it
seems) just happen. Co-ordination with
other organisations and the Napier City
Council for closing of roads, etc. would be
an awful headache were it not for their
experience and the respect in which these
two stalwarts are held. Many members of
our branch give up their chance for fun and
frivolity to marshal and the rally would be
impossible to run without their help.

On Sunday following a very filling
Brunch at the HBVCC Clubrooms, entrants
headed away on another short tour of the
sights of Napier. The organisers had set the
instructions for us to go past many of the
beller period buildings, including the
Rothmans factory in Ahuriri which is
highly recommended for inspection of its
period opulence. Varnished oak wood
work, and stained glass windows set off
this very ornate building.

We toured past the Port of Napier where
a couple of Navy ships were berthed before
we assembled on the Marine Parade in
front of the Sound Shell for the annual
Gatsby Picnic where members of the
public as well as VCC people assembled.
The fancy silver-ware, flashy china and
such items as wind-up phonographs were
in abundance, and of course everyone who
was anyone was suitably attired.

A lot of silly nonsense some might say,
but I didn't see anyone who wasn't smiling
and enjoying themselves over the whole
weekend. Will we be back ncxt year'! Just
try keeping us away'

The carpark on Marine Parade included the Bixley's /93/ SllIdebaker "Sunshine" roadster.

Trel'Or and Lynora Reil/y, Palmer.\'lOn Norlh, /934 SS/ were joint winners for Best Original
Clothing.

1929 Willys-Knight
Phi lip and Maureen Peach
Hooters and looters from Waikato
Ted and Stephanie Irwin
Nyall and Jodene Simkin and family
Alison and Bruce Carrad
Brent Mathieson and Lou Pendergrast
Trevor and Lynora Reilly
Jean and Charmaine Abraham
Malcolm and Terry Dean
r __:I.._ n~_I._

Hugh and Peg Barker enjoying Ihe Calshy
Picnic.

Bob and Mary Mathesonfrom Alexandra ell Ihe
costllme judging Slap.

Art Deeo Costume Awards

Best Combination Car & Costume
Best Novelty or Theme Group
Best Novelty or Theme Couple
Best Family Group
Best Costumed Couple (Vintage)
Best Original Clothing

(5 x Joint Winners)

1929 WiMys-Knight
1928 Model A
1929 Model A

1937 Oldsmobile
1934 Packatd

Art Deeo Results

Overall Winners
Tony and Myrna 'lane
Vintage
1 Tony and Myrna Lane
2 Roger and Carolyn Anderson
3 Peter and Suzanne McCool
Post Vintage
, lack and Judi MacKinnon
2 Steven and Merle Trott

1937 MC VA, Cordon Vogthen; Hastings. with
his crew.



modified Cooper-Bristol named the Redex
Special, were also in the field.

The Redex Special was one of the first
cars in New Zealand to carry advertising, it
was named after the product marketed
locally by Mr Jeff Wiles, of HO Wiles Ltd.

All that New Zealand could muster
against these machines were a couple of
prewar Alfa-Romeo P3s, driven by Ron
Roycroft and John McMillan, the similarly
aged Maserati of Fred Zambucka, a few
specials, three Austin-Healey lOOs - one
driven by Grand Prix founder member Ross
Jensen - and a group of small Formula 3
Coopers, one of which was driven by an
English immigrant, Ron Frost, who was
now the Grand Prix manager.

At the end of the lOO-lap, 21 O-mile race,
Stan Jones received the major prize ahead of
Ken Wharton, in the VI6 BRM, and Tony
Gaze, HWM, was third. First New
Zealander home was Ron Roycroft in fifth
place behind Gould, but well ahead of Jack
Brabham who, in turn, was ahead of the
second local driver to finish, Ross Jensen.

While Jones and the Maybach had won
the event, the car and driver to create most
interest was the BRM of Ken Wharton. This
fantastic machine had a I'l, litre, V 16 super
charged engine, each piston being about as
round as a penny.

The motor, the most complex piece of
automotive machinery developed to that
time, producing 450-brake horsepower,
would not move off a starting grid under
8,000 rpm, would spin the rear wheels
violently at 9,000 rpm, had a maximum rev.
limit of 12,000 rpm and would stall at 7,000
rpm.

During Jack Brabham's recent visit to
New Zealand, a number of people involved
in motor racing in the 1950s met to discuss
the highlights of that first event.
Significantly, most of those present, includ
ing Jack Brabham, Ross Jensen, Tom Clark,
Les McLaren, Jeff Wiles and Don Blows,
agreed that, in part, it was the V 16 BRM
that ensured the future success of Grand
Prix racing in this country.

Yet it was not altogether the tremendous
sound of the V16 that gave the organisers
courage to continue, instead it was the
reaction from the packed stands as the BRM
sped round the circuit.

The excitement generated by this thrilling
car set the seal on a memorable first meeting.
On that January day back in 1954, New
Zealand motor racing came of a.ge. !II

Ken Wfuzrton althe wheel of the V16 BRM in the pits, 1954.

International Grand Prix
(Inc).

During those forma
tive months, Mr Ben
Ansley the secretary and
organiser, set about
building up interest and
enthusiasm in the infant
organisation. So great
was Mr Ansley's enthusi
asm for the scheme, that
in the first year he
devoted more of his time to organising New
Zealand's first major international motor
race than he did to his accountancy practice.

It was largely as a result of his efforts,
plus those of a well-known airline execu
tive, Mr Doug Paterson, that Ardmore
aerodrome, which was administered by the

The cockpit of Ken Wfuzrton's BRM.

Civil Aviation Department, was made avail
able as a racing circuit.

By mid 1953, less than six months after
the New Zealand International Grand Prix
was established, the organisation was suffi
ciently healthy to begin negotiations with
overseas drivers, thus setting the stage for a
New Zealand break-through into world
motor racing.

Through the efforts of the late Mr Jack
Johnston, who at that time was managing
director of Motor Specialties Ltd,
arrangements were made with the Owen
organisation to enter one of the V 16 BRMs
driven by that popular driver of the day, Ken
Wharton.

In spite of threatening weather, an
estimated 60,000 attended the Grand Prix.

Unfortunately, the unexpectedly large
crowd proved too much for the traffic
control and the ticket sellers. Chaos result
ed, the crowd pushing through gates and
over fences.

In addition to the BRM, a V 12 2-litre
Ferrari was entered by Englishman, Peter
Whitehead. Horace Gould and Fred Tuck,
also from the United Kingdom, had Cooper
Bristols and from Australia came Stan Jones
in the Maybach Special, designed around a
German World War Il scout car engine.

Lex Davidson in a HWM-Jaguar, Tony
Gaze, HWM Alta, and a young man by the
name of Jack Brabbam, who was to drive a

Text Harold Stone Photos Barry Thomson

My involvement with the first New
Zealand International Grand Prix is
quite unique. At the time I was very

keen on taking movies, and on the day I
filmed much of the event during the progress
of the race. In the process I walked right
round the circuit photographing from every
angle.

Some days later, Phil Seabrook, who I
believe was very involved on the committee,
asked me if he could see the film as they
were having problems deciding on the
winner of the race.

There had been a problem in the count
ing of the laps. I appeared before the
committee and found myself being cross
examined. "Was my photography
continuous?" "How did I know to photo
graph the cars crossing the finishing line?"
(I told them this was announced over the
P.A.) "Had the film been interfered with, cut
or spliced?" (Answer, "No".)

I always understood that my film assisted
in the final decision.

The date - January 6, 1954, will always
rank as a red-letter day in New Zealand
motor racing. It was on this day that the first
New Zealand Grand Prix was held before a
crowd of 60,000 at Ardmore aerodrome. But
in spite of the huge crowd - representing
one person in every 12 in the Auckland
province - the meeting was run at a finan
cial loss.

The meeting was the realisation of much
careful planning over a period of two years,
some high level negotiation and unbounded
enthusiasm.

It was late in 1952, that a group of
Auckland Car Club members gave serious
thought to organising an international motor
race in New Zealand. It included many
names well known in New Zealand motor
sport: Les McLaren, father of Bruce
McLaren, Ross Jensen, who became the
New Zealand Drivers Champion in 1956-57
and 1957-58, lan Chalmers, Geoff White,
Reg Grierson, Ivan Parton and veteran Dick
Messenger, the first president of the New
Zealand Motor Drivers' Association.

With their appetites whetted, the group
met again early the following year in a
Karangahape Road coffee bar. They decided
to take the plunge and at a subsequent
meeting there were representatives of the
Auckland and Northern sports car clubs,
motorcycle clubs, Automobile Association,
the Transport Department, Chamber of
Commerce, civic organisations and business
houses. Not surprisingly, many of the
business houses which showed interest were
themselves involved in the motor industry.

It was clear to those present that it was
not feasible for an organisation as small as
the Auckland Car Club to undertake such a
venture which required much wider support.
At that point, a separate organisation, the
Auckland International Grand Prix (lnc.),
was established. At a later date, the name

First New Zealand

Grand Pr,ix 1954



Waikato Military Museum's 1941 DEMAG half-track..

Graeme Revell and Rodney Clague, 1943 Fargo pumplhoselayer,

envelope. There were some interesting
responses to the brain-teasers, but I
have a feeling people are starting to
wake up to the way I think.

After happy hour we tucked in to a
first class barbecue meal provided by the
PTA and in tl1e evening watched some
nostalgic videos of early motoring.

Sunday morning at 9.45am, the
gymkhana events were under way, and
a small team of marshals were required
to assist the smooth flow of vehicles
around the course. With a mixture of
large and small commercial vehicles
entered, certain "hands on" obstacles
needed to be placed fairly prudently at
an average height from the ground. It
was still a long way down for Gary
Solly in his International 210 Tractor
Unit, he had to stand on the step as he
negotiated them. While the Gymkhana
was progressing, Waikato branch
members and military museum owners
Leonie and Ross Hopkins were giving
rides around the grounds with their
very rare German DEMAG half-track,
the only "runner" in the Southern
Hemisphere. Powered by a Maybach
engine (remember the Maybach special
that raced on New Zealand circuits in
the fifties), she is an impressive piece of
equipment, grossly over-engineered and
requiring a lot of servicing during
hostilities. The DEMAG was far superi
or to the White and Diamond T
half-tracks and had Germany not been
under Nazi control then, we may have
seen more DEMAG machinery around
today. Large gantry cranes are their
main claim to fame tl1ese days.

At 12.30pm Ploughman lunches,
again supplied by the PTA, were
handed out and at 1.30pm prizegiving
commenced, climaxing anotl1er great
camp-out. Overall winner was John
Camobell Jnr in ills 1968 Kaiser C.T5

Left: Left to right: John Campbell Jnr-1968 Kaiser Jeep
(first overall), Mark and Dale Golding-1927 Austin 12/4,
Ray Golding-1928 Austin 16/6 (fourth overall), Trevor
Larsen-1930 Hillman Straight Eight, Stephen Clark-1951
Bedford (Best Restored).

Suspension travel test - 1968 Kaiser Jeep, 1946 Willys Jeep,
1952 Lalldrover 80".

Since the last commercial camp-out
report appeared in issue 245
August-September 2000, the

decision was made to stage the event
permanently south of Auckland.
Initially the reason was touted as being
the diabolical weather we often experi
enced when we headed North over the
Harbour Bridge, but we all know this is
not a valid excuse and the prime reason
was to continue encouraging the
marvelous support the camp-out enjoys
from people south of the Bombays.
This year II of the 27 entries were
from places below these hills, including
regular participants Rodney Clague and
Graeme Revell from Gisborne.

Persistent rain on the Friday night
gave those of us already camped some
angst but that was gone by morning and
we had no more during daylight hours.
This year's venue was the Huntly
Primary School set adjacent to the
domain and Lake Hakanoa, remembered
by those who participated in tl1e 2000
Rally as the lunch break for the Huntly
Rally. Registrations were down slightly
on last year's, altl10ugh this in no way
reflected any decline in the campout's
popularity. On tl1e contrary, many who
could not come were quite disappointed,
this is tl1e time of year when there is
much demand on one's time.

The Saturday Rally, in tulip form,
was 43 miles long around a circuit on
the eastern side of Huntly. This avoided
the need to cross busy Great South
Road, and like all such rallies, we were
given the opportunity of travelling over
roads and taking in countryside we
would ordinarily never see. Distances
recorded on the entry forms ranged
from 22 miles to 66 miles, suggesting
perhaps a few wonky speedos or more
accurately wonky navigation, although
no Onf~ fp.lt thp. np.p.c1 to onp.n their p.~r:lnp.



Turn your spare parts into cash today ...
just by advertising in the next issue of Beaded Wheels.
Beaded Wheels is delivered to over 7,000 subscribers and members of the New Zealand Vintage Car Club every issue - our advertising is
read by enthusiasts throughout the country and overseas. Do you need to find a buyer for your vehicle, avital piece for your restoration
jigsaw puzzle or are you just ready to gain some space in your garage? Get your message directly to the people who need to hear it - book
your advertisement today for the next issue of Beaded Wheels.

Text Only Advertising (No photo)
up to 45 words including phone number.

''12 rate for VCCNZ members only. non-member rate $16

$ 2*
Tick which column
you require WANTED ---' FOR SALE.

$50* Text and colour photo.
up to 40 words including phone number.
Supply a colour photograph of your vehicle.

Include stamped, addressed envelope for return of photograph
·'50 rate for VCCNZ members only, non-member rate $54

Payment must accompany your advert. Post payment and advertisement to Marketplace, PO Box 13-140, Christchurch.
VCCNZ members must be financial and state their branch to receive discount rate.
Deadline for receipt of advertisements and payment for August/Septemb r Issue 10 July 2002.

MECHANICAL RESTORATIONS & VINTAGE SPARES (1980)
RD 7 • Fordell • Wanganui • Phone/Fax 06 342 7713

MechaniccM Restorations
and Vinta~!~ares (1980)

.,1 '. """'.1, ._- ''-?,.: ....~... ,
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Jeep, second overall Ian Julian 1946 Ford
V8 Pickup, third overall George Haffenden
1955 Landrover Truck, and fourth overall
in his late father's 1928 Austin 16/6
Bumham was Ray Golding. This was
Ray's fust rally and he joins his two broth
ers as members, suggesting a possibility of
more result sheets bearing the name in
future. Best Restored Commercial was
Stephen Clark - 1951 Bedford Van and
Best Umestored Jason Delamore - 1942
Chevrolet truck. Malcolm Lumsden was
first military vehicle and Ian Julian first
AVVCC Member. The Knife and Fork
Trophy for the most noteworthy faux-pas
narrowly went to Don Johnston for running
out of petrol halfway around the
gymkhana, from Dale Golding who ran
over his cell phone (it still works!) and
Jason Jurasavich who forgot to bring tent
pegs.

The success or otherwise of these
campouts is usually measured by the feed
back, and we have had only positive vibes
over this one which gives me the encour
agement to look to next year's, to take
place probably in the FrankJin District. rII

Kingpin sets
Suspension pal1s.
Spark plugs
Engine bearings
Master cylinders & kits
Rear axles
Clu tch covers
Brake & clutch cables
Valves, springs, guides
Timing gears & chains

Engine gaskets
Steering joints
Electrical fittings
Shock absorbers
Shackles (pins & bushes)
Water pumps & kits
Carburettors
Pistons
Speedo cables
Lenses

Gearbox gears
Crownwheel & pinions
Wiper motors (vac)
Wheel cylinders & kits
Ring gears & pinions
Clutch plates
Fuel pumps & kits
Steering box parts
Ignition parts
Engine mounts



MARKETPLACE

FOR SALE 1937 AUSTIN 12/4 Saloon with
numerous spares. Warranted and registered.
Older restoration, still in excellent condition.
Reluctant sale owing to ill health. Phone 06 355
4358.

1929 DE SOTO SEDAN in original condition
plus spare parts $10,000. 1954 MKI Zephyr
sedan 44,000 miles in original condition fitted
with overdrive. $11,500. Phone 06 867 5053.

PENRITE OILS. We carry a full range from
Vintage to Modern Engines. Lubricants for
pre-1984 HD motorcycles, gearbox oil for
Japanese 2 strokes. Full range of diff, steer
ing box and gearbox oils. Competitive
prices. Try us flfSt. M.S. Coombes Ltd., 344
St. Asaph Street, Christchurch. Phone 03
366 7463, Fax 03 3667462.

PISTONS for Vinwge and Classic engines.
Most models available in standard or
oversizes. Also pistons can be made to
special dimensions. Contact George Calder,
307 Hoon Hay Road, Christchurch. Ph 03
338-5372. Fax 03 338 5482. Member.

AUTOMOTIVE WOODGRAINING. When
restoring your car there is only one way to
restore your metal window frames &
dashboard: metal woodgraining. For infor
mation and free quotes contact Alan
Markby. Ph 03 445 0988 or write to 11
Boyne Place, Cromwell. Mem.

AUSTIN HEALEY set of unused Dunlop
wheels and tyres. Buick Tail lamp 1915-1922
mint condition. MG 18" wire wheel. Large
1930s 6 cylinder car. Sporting Continental Car
set of unused 820 x 120 Rudge wheels andl
tyres. Phone 09 426 6466. Email:
johnhearne41@yahoo.com

JAGUAR MKII 2.4 1964 83,300 miles, two
owners, original unrestored condition. $9,000.
Phone 07 579 2441.

3 Issues
(per issue)

$297.00
$154.00
$98.00
$55.00

Casual

$363.00
$198.00
$121.00
$65.00

Full Page
Half Page
Horizontal Quarter Page
1 Column x 80mm
Price on application for covers and four colour process
All display rates quoted exclude G.s.T. and are for finished camera ready artwork supplied. Artwork can be
arranged at an extra charge.

Deadline for copy 10th of month preceding publication.

Beaded Wheell will consider articles of a technical nature for inclusion in its editorial space. Beaded Wheels
bowever regrets that it is not able to ol1'er editorial space for advertisements nor for the promotion of products.

Marketplace advertising cancellations received in writing prior to advertising deadline will be refunded in full.
Where possible Beaded Wheels wiJJ refund 70% of the advertisement cost for any cancellations received after
tbe booking deadline.
BeadedWJu:els makes every effort to ensure no misleading claims are made by advertisef'. responsibility cannot be accepted by Beaded Wheels or the
Villlage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) for lhe aiJurc of any pn:x1U1.:t or ser.... ice la give smisfacliorl. Inclusion of a pn)(\uet or ¥:l""icc should not be construct!.
as endorsement of it by Beaded WheeL~ or hy lhc Vintage Car Club.
No liability can be acecplCd for non-appearance of advertisemenlS and the lext of all advertiscments is subject to the approval of the editor who reserves the
right to refuse any advertiSl.:mems which arc not compatible with the aims, objectives, and standards of Beaded Wheels or the VWlage err Club of New
Zealand (lnc,)
ID accordance with Ihe proyisiolL'~ of Ihe Hnman Rights Commb."iion Acl 1977 Beaded Wlreels will nol publish any advertisement which indicates or
could re<lSonably he understood as indicating an intention 10 discriminate by reason of sex, marilal st.atns, rt"Jigious or ethical beliefs. Adwrti'icrs
should lakc all cart" in drafting adwrti.'iCmcnts IL'i thc~' could be beld liable, as well as the magazine and the Club.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Due to space limitation, classified advertisers should refrain from the use of dashes, spaces, logos,
blank lines and centering. All classified rates include GST.
The 65 word limit includes contact details. Advertisers requiring ads longer than the standard 65
words, or who require typography or space, must apply display rates.
The advertising department reserves the right to edit or retum c!assifieds not meeting the criteria.
Non Member: $16.00 for first 40 words or part thereof, thereafter 15 cents per word to a
maximum of 65 words per advertisement.
Member of Vintage Car Club Inc: $ ~ 2.00 for first 40 words or part thereof, thereafter 15 cents
per word to a maximum of 65 words per advertisement. Members must be financial and state their
Branch.
Text in a Boxed Ad: $20 members, $24 non-members.
Photo Ad in Box: $32.00 members, $44 non-members, enclose a clear photograph and an S.A.E.
if rerum required.
Colour Photo Ad in Box: $50.00 members, $54 non-members, enclose a clear photo and an
S.A.E. if return required.
Above rates apply for each advertisement. Advertisements should be typed or clearly printed.

ENCLOSE PAYMENT
Cheques Payable to Beaded Wheels. Post to: Advertising, P.O. Box 13 140, Christchurch, to arrive
not later than 10th of month preceding publication.
DISPLAY RATES

AOTEAROA WOODEN WHEELS

WOODEN WHEELS made for your metal
work. Steam bent felloes, any shape spokes.
Np.w hf':~ciPIl r;m.<: :nl::lil::lhlf". in <:()mf>; <::17.f':<:

3 Corn.1sh Place.
FeUding, New Zealand.

(6) 323-3995
A/Hrs (6) 323-3868

Member of Manawatu V.C.C.
H.C.C.A. (NZ)

Vern Jensen

1924 DODGE 4 TOURER. 4,000 miles since
full restoration. Selling to make room for new
project. $16,000. Phone Rob Spyker 03 332
1411, Chch. Mem.

1929 CADILLAC 341B TOURING SEDAN
in very fine condition. No missing parts. Runs
Like new. Price US $47,000. Car is in USA.
Owners details from Kevin Casey. Phone 03
453 0818. 1928 Cadillac parts and literature
wanted.

LEATHER STRAPS AND ACCESSORlES
hand crafted for your car or motor cycle.
Enquiries contact Nigel at Grice-Kerr
Saddlery. Phone fax 09 426 3482.

KING-PIN KITS, TIE ROD ENDS,
Spring shackles, ignition parts, bulbs and
sealed beams, spark-plugs and coils,
engine bearings, engine mountings, head
gaskets/sets, pistons and valves, timing
chains and gears, flywheel ring gears,
tyres, carburettors, magnetos, etc, for all
makes and models, especially: Austin,
Chevrolet, Chrysler, Ford, Hillman,
Morris, Standard, Vauxhall. Ronald
Lever, 87 Tui Rd, Papatoetoe, South
Auckland. Phone 09 278 3888 evenings

CLASSIC OLDSMOBTLE 1937 Working
condition, original upholstery. Factory radio
working order. Canterbury car, shed stored.
Complete car, no parts to find. Some new
snares. Easv nroiect $4.200. Phone 027 445

1930 CHEVROLET TWO DOOR VAN.
Complete with original papers. Requires
restoration $4,000 ono. Phone 03 578 n89.
Mem.

MG B GT 1969 MKII Chrome grill and
bumper model on wires. Has had new panels
and reconditioned motor and dutch. Was used
every day until May 2000. Some additional
new panels go with this car. A classic. Phone 03
337 1029.

RENAULT MOTOR 4 cylinder approx 1922.
Radiator, bonnet, part chassis. $1,000. Also AX
Renault radiator. Phone 03352 1449.

VINTAGE WOOD PROBLEMS? For all
your Vintage wood work requirements, I
can reproduce your car's woodwork from
original parts, patterns and photos. Model A
parts made to order, also MOlTis Traveller
Van Kits. N Rhodes, Furniture of
Distinction. Purakau Rd, MaI·ton. Ph 06 327
6164.

FOR SALE

FORD A 1930 TOWN SEDAN four owners
never been fully restored but very tidy rebuilt
motor Reg & WOF. Drive it home anywhere

FORD MODEL A ROADSTER 1930. Reg and
WOF. Rebuilt, spares $18,000. Phone 09 818
3547.

CHRYSLER 1929 MODEL 65, 4 door sedan,
chassis and mechanicals fully restored, body on
chassis, needs minor finishing prior to painting,
garaged for past 20 years. For further details
phone Brian 04 526 914 or 021400859. Mem.



HUBCAPS - IF YOU HAVE a hubcap
problem contact me. I have produced skin
pressings for most cars between 1930 and
1940. These are top quality replicas. No
matter how rare the make of vehicle it is
possible to reproduce as original. For
further information phone Les Hayter 07
378 9230 or 025 485 994 or write to my
new address 810 Tukairangi Road, RD 1,
Taupo, PO Box 762 Taupo. Mem.

1920s CHRYSLER (and MAXWELL) 4 cyl
spares to swap. Need LF brake assembly;
steering wheel; wooden wheels; fuel tank;
brake master cylinder; transmission brake
drum; woodwork plans; new parts information
if any. Can swap 1929? Chev front
axle/brakes/disc wheels; Oakland front
axle/brake parts; six cylinder sidevalve motors
(nos P2*430380 and P4*41901) make
unknown, for Chrysler par1s. Phone/fax Phil 03
4643135.

1930 MODEL A TUDOR Registered and
warranted in excellent condition. Bin of parts
included. Photo sent on enquiry. $16,500,
original registration available. Phone 06 368
6424 a/h.

DODGE 1924 TOURER Motor and running
gear all restored, body next. $3,500 spent so far
but need the space. Comes with a tandem trailer
full of spare parts including spare chassis and
motor. $1,500. Phone 06 355 5172 evenings.

SET OF 3 AC ENGLISH GAUGES oil
pressure, amps, water temp. Raised or
convex glasses. Smith's impulse tachometer
0-8000. All 12V all excellent condition.
Phone 03 323 8929.

ASH 24in WIRE WHEELS AND HUBS, for
Master Buick $1,600. Set of 5 wire wheels for
1930 Buick, $1,000. Two Pontiac 16in wire
wire wheels $400. Wanted for convertible:
windscreen for 1934-35 Buick or infonnation
on Repo parts. Phone 07 571-8283.

RUSTY MOTORS, CHEV 4, DODGE 4 and
gearbox, 4 cyl Lycoming, 6 cyl Chrysler and
gearbox. Ruxtell rear end and drive shaft for I
ton Model T. All $25 each. Phone Mike
evenings 06 838 8543.

1936 AUSTIN 7 RUBY. Body off, engine out.
Complete car. Was running before dismantled.
Body and all parts in very good condition. Shed
stored. No more room forces sale. $1,200.
Phone Brian 06 323 3020. Feilding.

1968 SUNBEAM RAPIER FAST-BACK.
Has had all rust cut out and complete repaint.
New carpets fitted, registered & WOF. $4,500
ono. Phone Bill 03 212 8786, fax 03 212 8751.
Mem.
DISTRIBUTOR PARTS AND SERVICE I

We can supply many new old stock'
Distributor parts for Lucas and other makes,
and have built a New Zealand wide reputa
tion for restoring worn Distributors to as;
new performance and finish. All aspects of
repair undertaken including Vacuum
Advance Units. Work fully guaranteed.
contact Quality Rebuilds, 5 Fenhall St,
Christchurch, 8004. Phone/fax Barry Emms
03 342 5677. Mem.

ROSIE STUDEBAKER, AN AUTOBIOG
RAPHY. Second edition now available. Still
only $10 inc p&p. Just send $10 to Jack
Hoven, 201 Darraghs Road, Tauranga.

1928 FALCON-KNIGHT SEDAN, older
restoration, have original ownership papers,
three owners since new. Rallied regularly, runs
well $17,000. Phone Bill 03 212 8786, fax 03
2128751. Mem.

MECHANICAL F1JEL PUMPS REPAIRED.
We can restore that faulty pump, including
fuel resistant diaphragm. Work fully guaran
teed. Contact Quality Rebuilds, 5 Fenhall St,
Christchurch 8004. Phone/fax Barry Emms
03 3425677. Mem.

1952 AUSTIN A40 SPORTS, JENSEN BODY.
Fully restored, painted red with beige hood and
Connelly leather upholstery. Have British
Heritage Trust certificate of date assembly etc.
Motors really well. $17,500. Phone Bill 03 212
8786, fax 03 212 8751. Mem.

1956 STANDARD 10 - overhauled gearbox,
good body, motor needs work. Includes a
wreck for parts. Offers for the lot. Phone 03
217 8560.

1974 RELIANT SCIMITAR GTE SE5A
3LV6, red good condition, used regularly. Has
current reg & WOF. $5,200 ono. Phone 09
298 1648.

SINGER 9 1939 ROADSTER. Requires
restoration will make into a very desirable
little car. Complete with six new tyres, new
radiator and heaps of spares. $2,000 firm.
Phone Owen 07 866 8295.

VALVES exhaust quality stainless for
Vintage engines. Available in blank form or
machined to size required. Contact; George
Calder, 307 Hoon Hay Road, Cb.ristchurch.
Phone (03) 338-5372, Fax (03) 338-5482.
Member.

FORDSON TRUCK, early 1950s, partially
restored, reg on hold. Offers. Phone 07 575
2140. Mem.

1928 FORD MODEL A TUDOR. New reg
and WOF. Very good all round condition.
Luggage rack, maroon and grey upholstery.
$16,000 ono. Phone 07 549 2812. Mem.

PERSONALISED CAR NUMBER PLATE
"RESTOR" $450. Phone Tony 09 479 4177.

BMW R26 1957 basket case, $1,500. Corgi
MKII partly assembled, $450. Phillips
moped, complete and running $300. Phone
for details 06 376 6761.

PISTONS PISTONS PISTONS
PISTONS

FOR VETERAN, VINTAGE, CLASSIC &
ODDBALL ENGINES.

We can supply piston sets for most makes
& models. All piston sets come complete
with rings & gudgeons. We have over 700

listings at competitive prices.
M S Coombes Ltd

344 St Asaph St, Christchurcb
Ph 03 366 7463, fax 03 366 7462

McGUINNESS'
CLASSICS~~
We're here /0 make i/ easy

"'ncorpor'\l1imJ" ClASSICS DATABASE:
We'll locate what you want & place what you have!

ClASSICS CASTING
list your unique vehicle for TV, Film, Adv Free!

ClASSICS VALUATIONS
Is your Invesbnent Insured correctly & for ifs full value?

26J/ea/\s': etr/Jm'eru;()

Ph 04 586 1500
Fax 04 586 1501

:J'Us£jnck ujJ~ tlwjJlwll~

Email: mcguinness_classicsjnc@xtra.co.nz
We'bsite: www.mcguinnessclassics.co.nz

ROYAL RUBY MC 1913 500 JAP single
speed needs restoring. $2,750. Phone Reece
045679143.

NEW PISTONS 3T STD $150, 5T+20 or +40
$125, SW Jawa $100, BSA 175 $50, CIO $75.
New carbs concentric 930 $175. 2:761024R
$300. Phone Reece 045679143.

INDIAN 741B MOTOR - GEARBOX 
clutch - primary - carb, would like to swap for
a complete JAP V-twin motor or a complete
Vintage or Veteran mic speedo unit. Phone 04
567 9143 or 025 450 840.

1952 CHEV STYLELINE an original car the
easiest restoration going. 19547 James Cadet
mic, mostly there. 1963 Hillman SIW only
43,000 mls interior as new. 1948 Bedford 3
ton truck 80,000 mls shed stored. One 265
GMC motor. For more details. Phone Peter 07
8628012. Mem.

RILEY 9 1929-1932. Chassis rebuilt and
lowered. New tyres. Motor and gearbox
completely rebuilt by Dion Coleman.
New radiator core. Body needs rebuild
ing. Sensible offers around $12,000.
Phone 09 528 9422. Mem.

1922 FIAT 501. Boat tail roadster sports
body, V windscreen, hotted up engine,
modified gearbox and diff ratios gives great
performance, full weather equipment.
Selling only due to another purchase.
$25,000. Phone George Calder 03 338 5372.



STUDEBAKER COMMANDER CONVERTIrnLE
1950. Recent, body off, professional restoration.
This car won the concours, popular choice and
car of the year at the recent 150 years of
Studebaker National Meet in Tauranga. Lots of
spares and literature included, $75,000 ono. Must
be one of the best 1950s convertibles in NZ.
Phone Steve Trolt 06 758 8673 or 021 460 159.

CHRYSLER 77 ROADSTER 1930
Full body off professional restoration. Price
of $85,000 ono includes lots of spares,
literature and the personalised plate 77NZ. If
you want one of the best motorable Vintage
cars in NZ then this is the car for you. Phone
Steve Trott on 06 758 8673 or 021 460 159.

VETERAN AND VINTAGE WHEELS
Tyres and tubes 4 x 450/475x21 Restored
wheels tyres & tubes, hardly used. 4 x 19in
wheels. 5 rims fully restored. 5 x 30x3'j,in good
beaded edge rims. Phone 09 278 8698. Mem.

1966 MINI 850. NZ assembled and in original
condition. Last owner 29 years, only 3 owners
from new. Reg & WOF, good running order but
now seldom used. Resprayed, all rubber replaced
recently. A great P60 SUu1 for younger member.
Treasured family friend looking for new owner.
$4,250 neg. Phone Graham or Jan 03 578 5947.1

DECEASED ESTATE. The late Dave
Richardson, 1923 Austin 12/4 tourer. Very
original early model, very motorable. Reg &
WOF, $25,000 ono. Also 1928 Austin 12/4
saloon, very reliable motoring cm, $18,000 ono,
spares available for both cars on enquiry. Further
info ph 03 389 6533, 03 384 3020..

1912 ADAMS. Motor similar to photo, parts
or info required, dinstinguishable by air lines
going into cylinders for compressed air starting.
Contact Robert Wood, 71 Kerrs Rd, Avonside,
Christchurch. Phone/fax 03 381 2733.

1937 STUDEBAKER DICTATOR SEDAN
11,000 miles since complete restoration 14 years
ago. Good usable car in excellent condition.
Factory twin sidemounts, overdrive, towbar. Sell
$14,500 ono. May trade early American
motorcycle. Phone 03 325 3248 evening.

1927 ESSEX SPEEDABOUT
Recently rebuilt from chassis. Comes
converted to 12v with new leather, paint,
interesting extra and many spares. Rallied For
two years. Very good condition. Reluctant
sale. $28,000 ono. Phone 06 844 4287. Mem.

MORRIS COWLEY COUPlE 1929.
ProfessionaUy restored, minor finishing
required. FactOlY sunshine roof. Personalised
plates complete with spares. $18,000 ono.
Phone 03 388 3238 or 03 383 1274. Mem

HUICK STANDARD SIX VICTORIA
COUPE 1927 Fully reconditioned in 1996.
Numerous spmes, $18,000 ono. Reluctant sale.
Phone 03 342 7568. Mem.

1952 MG TD 55,346 miles, two owners last
30 years. $38,000. Phone Tom Hudig 04 568
4838.

PACKARD 1951 200 DELUXE, STRAIGHT
EIGHT. Rare tidy car, solid, reliable and
comfortable, also some spare parts. $16,500.
Phone 07 552-4725.



1925 CROSSLEY 15/30 V SCREEN SALOON
Unique oppOliunity for VCCNZ member to
purchase this fully restored vehicle, well known
to VCClCrossley Register (NZ) members. Winner
Wgtn Branch Colonial Cup (restoralion) 1994.
$40,000 ono. Only known vehicle of this body
style worldwide. Alan & Helen Pratt, 91 Victory
Cresc, Tawa, Wellington. Ph 04 232 6558. Mem.

1930 MODEL A FORD PHAETON. Fully
restored. Total restoration to original condition.
Upholstery and colour as original. A very
reliable and motorable vehicle. Side mount and
rear spare wheel. Phone 03 313 2924. Mem.

1956 HUMBER 80 Sparkling condition. Drive
anywhere, spares included. Only 46,000 miles.
$5,500. Phone 09 278 8698. Mem.

1950 VINCENT RAPIDE SERIES C and
STErn 501 sidecar. Done 500km since full and
complete restoration. 12 volt conversion. III
health necessitates sale (will sell bike separately).
$56,000 ono. Phone 06 867 4628. Mem.

DELAGE DM 19286 CYLINDER. Full quality
restoration motors well for tender. Tenders close
31 July 2002. Highest or any tender not
necessarily accepted. Tenders in writing to
Delage Tender, 1046 Queen St East, Levin.
Enquiries to Rose Low, phone 06 368 2942.

I MODEL A FORD 1930 TUDOR. New hood
. and Le Baron Bonney iluerior litted Ctaas

engine. Good runner, all offers over $12,000
considered. Headlight covers, luggage carrier
and trunk included. Phone 03 544 1930 evenings
or 025 221 9150.

1929 ESSEX SUPER SIX. Fully restored,
excellent condition with spares. One owner
$17,500. Phone 09 838 9569.

1930 FORD MODEL A PHAETON. Fully
restored side mount. Trunk. Lots of extras,
spares, immac. condition. Ths car is one of the
best. 95,028 miles, only $35,000. Phone 09 278
8698. Mem.

1923 MOON 6/40 TOURER in very good
order. Cun'ently being used. A very rare car.
$22,000. Phone 06 878 5423 or 027 499 1088.

1913 HUMBERETTE ROADSTER twin air
cooled engine lovely to see, great to drive.
$35,000. Phone 09 278 8698. Mem.

CHRYSLER STANDARD 6, 1937 Used
regularly on main highways. Excellent condition
with some spares. $12,000. Phone Tauranga 07
552 5720, fax 07 552 5719. Mem

REO 1910 2 CYLINDER. Excellent motorable
Veteran complete with custom built covered in
trailer. Negotiable. All enquiries to Fazazz the
motorists shop, Chiistchurch. Phone 03 365
5206.



AMERICAN CORBIN SPEEDO WANTED
complete or any internal parts. Anything
considered. Phone Joseph McClintock 03 338
4049. Mem.

HELP, HELP AND HELP AGAIN! Wanted
for restoration of Veteran Excelsior 1910
English made. Seat, either Brooks or Lycett.
Brown & Barlow stub fitting carburettor,
plate clutch hub and pair of Druid forks.
Phone Mike evenings 06 838 8543. Mem.

RESTORATION PROJECTS WANTED.
Interesting European or American
Restoration projects late 20s or 30s. Any
condition considered. Phone 03 344 2222 or
021 950745.

WANTED TO BUY AN AMC ROLLING
frame from 1956 - 1959 AJS or Matchless.
Twin or single. Phone AO Svendsen 06 323
4735.

TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLE OR PARTS,
Model 5TA Daytona. 1960-63 500cc.
Complete bike or any parts for above
machine would be very much appreciated.
Phone Rob 07 866 8867.

JAP 500 OR 350 OHV MOTOR WANTED.
For early 30s OK supreme motorcycle. Phone
Tom 03 5449779, Nelson.

INTERNATIONAL COUPE We would like
to locate the above car which for a period of
its life was owned by Mr Lionel (Leo) Manoy
of Motueka. Any information regarding this
vehicle would be greatly appreciated Jane
and Nigel Price. Phone 03 544 5532, fax 03
544 5063. 4 Valhalla Lane, Richmond, 7002,
Nelson, New Zealand.

EUROPEAN HOLIDAYS. Camper vans,
motorhomes and cars for hire. Excellent
helpful service, best rates in UK. For
brochures phone 07 847 3650 or phone Kiwi
Hire Direct 44 I 432 870 410 fax 44 I 432
870875.

AUTOIBOX GM 350 turbo complete from
yoke to flexiplate, $2,000 spent on recent
rebuild. Exc. order phone 03 465 1041,
Palmerston.

FORDEX SURVEY DATA 1926 - very good
order, Lincoln Zephyr 1937 sales brochure
(colour) - cover marked, interior excellent.
Lincoln Zephyr body parts list (b/w) and
chassis parts list Aug 36 (no cover). The
Comparative Value Guide (colour) 1937 Ford
Chev Plymouth. The Andrew Cavalcade (b/w)
1964 70 years of Chrysler by George
Dammann as new. Tender closing June 30, fax
03359 1377

1926 CLEVELAND TOURER FOR SALE.
Fully restored in maroon and black. Rego on
hold. Spare motor, front and rear axles and
wood spoke wheels. Ben Berg. Phone 09 480
8033 evenings. Mem.

MG NA MAGNETTE. Supercharged six
cylinder OHC. Ex Airline coup ex herridge
special. Very quick. NZ racing history.
Elderly owner desires more moderate trans
port. Not Cheap. Phone 03337 1828.

BTH CE6 OR CED6 MAGNETO. Will buy,
or have for swap a Simrns 6 cyl magneto type
SRM6 or Simms 4 cyl type SR4L. Phone Bill
IngJis 06 855 6575 or email:
cramond. wS@XLra.co.nz

1925 HARLEY DAVIDSON SIDECHAIR
BODY or information on who builds them.
Also for 1928 Harley Davidson - round tool
box; fuel tanks (any condition considered);
primary chain guard; 2 x 19" 40 spoke rims
to suit 400 x 19 tyres. Have HD parts to swap
or will pay cash. Phone Bob Brookland 03
981 7084 home or 03 366 9012 bus. Mem

WANTED TOOLS open end spanners made
in England with brand names, Shelly,
Superslim, Lion, King Dick or Eagle. 30s and
50s era. Car hand pump SUTTY brand also
small Lucas screwdriver with feeler gauge for
dist. Phone 09 537 1014. Email
frcarter@ihug.co.nz

OIL CO ENAMEL ADVERTISING SIGNS,
Motor Spirit, cap, tyres, oil etc, anything from
Big Tree, texaco, Europa, oild bottles, deliv
ery drivers hat & jacket badges, any old oil
company promotional items. Bob Ballantyne,
phone 09 444 4066. Mem.

SOUTHLAND SIMU BADGE blue enamel
centre with white S. Will pay up to $500, any
condition. Phone Kevin Casey 03 453 0818,
fax 03 453 0134. Email gtho@ihug.co.nz

ENGLISH COLLECTOR OR PRE 1918
AEC, Thornycroft, Napier, etc seeks
anything from a button to a complete vehicle.
Please send details and photo with relevant
nos to Pat the Anorak, Glazebrook Farm,
Ashingdon, Essex, England, SS4311 or phone
()(H i(V) I')f\;::;;;::;;Q;::;; f,....,. I'.l ,.. ......... f";rln .... t;ol ,..<')C'h ",«pr

WANTED

MODEL A FORD BRAKE FLOATERS.
Greatly improves braking on the front
wheels. $35pr (inc) + postage. Pearson's
Model A. Phone 03 313 2924.

FORD ESCORT GT 1300 1973. English
assembled, first registered NZ 1974. Colour 
onyx green, 168,000 kms, one owner,
immaculate condition. Offers Mrs T Morris
Denby. Phone 06 372 7043.

BSA PARTS FOR VINTAGE 1000 V twin.
Front frame section, primary cover, guards,
magneto chain cover and magneto. Can swap
some parts. Phone Gary 03 388 1718.

SMITHS VETERAN 40 mph speedo,
Triumph 1928 Girder Forks, Ariel VB600 SV
motor, Panther Dowty front forks. New
Alemite grease nipples for 1920s American
motorcycles. Phone 09 238 6833. Mem.

1966 FORD FALCON V8 COUPE Receipts
for approx $38,000, photos of work done
excellent condition. $15,500 will trade on
1929-1945 Roadster same condi tion up to
$70,000. Phone (06) 835 1990 fax (06) 835
8290 mornings. Mem.

1936 CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH P2
SEDAN Original car drive anywhere, work
done - too much to list. Receipts available
will u'ade on 1929-1945 Roadster up to
$70,000 must be same condition. Phone
(06) 835 1990 fax (06) 835 8290 mornings.
Mem.

VINTAGE TRUNKS as seen in Issue 201,
page 17. Leather trim, waterproof, stock
size or made to your measurements.
PhonelFax Allan on (06) 844-3959 or (025)
469-331 to discuss your requirements. AlIan
Jones Joinery, Napier. Member.

VINTAGE & CLASSIC QUARTZ halogen
bulbs. Replace your existing bulbs without
rewiring the headlamp assemblies. Up to
100% brighter than your existing Tungsten
bulbs. Will fit most reflectors fitted to Pre &
Post war cars and motorbikes. Also available
in single filament 55 watt P22 & BA 15
bases for use in spotlamps and mechanical
dip reflectors. Most bases and configurations
available in 6v & 12v. Further info: Norm &
lan Sisson, sole NZ Agent. PhlFax (03) 389
0643 also Henrob Welding TorcheslModel
Boat Supplies. 38 Ottawa Road, Christ
church 6. Note change ofphone number.



AUTO TRIMMER PART TIME WANTED.
ClassicNintage work an advantage. Phone
021 950745.

INDICATOR SWITCH WANTED.
Aftermarket magnetex or similar to clamp on
steering column with self cancel rubber
wheel, as fitted to 1950s Bedford. Complete
or broken. Phone Andrew McClintock phone
03 384049. Mem.

VAUXHALL 23-60 or 30-98 STEERING
BOX WANTED, column and steering wheel
controls. Also 21 inch or BE wheels, 52mm
Rudge centres, long or short centres, also
52mm long Rudge front hubs. Contact Roger
Harrison, 42 Westhills Drive, UlverslOn,
Cumbria, England, phone 001 229 585 244
email: rog.harrison@virgin.net

ASX OR OX VAUXHALL. Preferably
running or restored condition. Also interested
in a Triumph Renown or Mayflower in
running order. Phone 06 843 0354. Email:
clerkes@xtra.co.nz

MESSERSCHMITT BUBBLE CAR. Can
anybody help with spares for this 1950s-60s
car. I particularly need a motor, gearbox
assembly. They are a 200cc Sachs two stroke.
Also any body spares would be helpful.
Phone Philip Jeeves 03 332 4545 or email
tradesigns@xtra.co.nz Mem.

1926-27 CHRYSLER SERIES 60 DIFF head
pinion has nose bearing at back of pinion and
double roller in front. Gearing 4.6 to 1.
Anything around that time considered. Phone
Leon Couper 03 525 9428, Takaka

EARLY PLYMOUTH PARTS AND TYRES
wanted. I require the following parts for my
1929 Plymouth Model U: Winged radiator
cap, tail-lamp, head-light bar,
475-500x20 tyres, early De SolO trunnion
type drive-shaft. Phone 03 308 6495 day,
03 308 5550 evenings. Email:
lindsay.olsen@allenton.school.nz ·Mem.

1927 DODGE FAST FOUR WANTED. 20"
disc wheels, wheel nuts L&R, instrument
"centre panel", ignition switch, throttle lever,
cowl and tail lamps, fuel gauge and tank cap,
cranking aperture plug, bumpers etc. Phone
Ian Bradshaw 09 436 1686 evenings. Mem.

BUICK 19244 CYLINDER or 1925 - 1927
Standard 6 ignition and light switch assem
bly. Phone Roger Harding 03 542 3650.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON VL SIDE STAND,
28JD exhaust push rods (2"/'6), generator
drive gear, timer distributor, side stand leg,
compression release lever, cylinder to frame
mounts. 30D headlight bracket, primary chain
case. 105E Anglia left front guard NOS?
Phone /fax 03 572 8223. Mem.

1920s AECILGOC 108 x 140mm 4 cylinder
bus/truck side-valve petrol engine - the one
with the sump at the front. Contact Nick
Taylor, 35 Yarnells Hills, Oxford OX2 9BE,
England. Phone (United Kingdom) 0044
1865 723 0500.

STROMBERG CARBURETTOR - TYPE
UI. Phone Gerry Best 03 615 7440
e:ve:ninps Me:m

CHEVROLET SUPERIOR K 1925-26 PARTS.
Good right front mudguard or repairable one,
light and ignition switch for dash, good AC
speedometer aluminium surrounds for
headlights. Will buy or could have some swaps.
Phone 03 208 0724 or 03 489 1231. Mem.

PAIR OF SPLITZDORF GREEN JACKET
180101 spark plugs. Contact Pat Wood, 7
Maxwell Ave, Papatoetoe. Mem.

RELIABLE CAR WANTED FOR RALLY
ING. 1930-1950 American make preferred.
Phone 07 533 3878.

1920s OHV/OHC BIKE OR BASKET
CASE, good Veteran seat, carb + levers and
original sales brochures singles or collection
of. Cash or can swap. Phone 04 567 9143 or
025450840.

WANTED FOR 1924 ALVIS 12/50 Rotax
headlights 8in diameter, prefer non-adjustable
stalk mounting, Rotax sidelights teardrop
shape, Rotax dash mounted starter button,
Rotax 4in diameter ampmeter/lightswitch
panel, Rotax "divers helmet" tail light,
Smiths 80 mph speedometer. Phone Peter
Croft 03 3849534. Mem.

I HAVE THE FOLLOWING VINTAGE
items to swap for wanted items above:- Pair
CAV headlights 8in diameter, pair CAV
sidelights teardrop shape, pair CAV sidelights
oval, three CAV sidelights scuttle mounted,
pair P+H sidelights teardrop shape, pair
Rotax sidelights late 1920s, one Smiths
dashboard clock rim wind, one "Swiss Made"
dashboard clock rim wind, one CAV "coolies



SWAP MEETS &RALLI'ES
Cadillac is Celebrating 100 Years

Venue will be the Invercargill
Working Mens Club

Registration closes for After Rally
Tour on 1 November

No Late Registrations will be accepted.

Enquiries to
Rally Committee,

PO Box 1240 Invercargill

Email: doug.willis@xtra.co.nz

18-19-20 October 2002
New Plymouth, Taranaki

All Cadillac owners, (Club members & Non members)

welcome to celebrate The Standard of the World.

REGISTRATION FORMS NOW AVAILABLE FROM

Noeleen Soubre
1211 Egmont Road, RD 2, Jew Plymouth

Phone 06 752 2852 or email: soubers@ihug.co.nz

HAMILTON

SWAP
MEET

Details

Phone 07 847 2082

or
078430468



CANTERBURY BRANCH vcc
ANNUAL SWAP MEET

Cutler Park McLeans Island

11*,12, 13 OCTOBER 2002

*11 OCTOBER
Member's Day

Join us on this fun weekend and visit the Mecca of Vintage Motoring of New Zealand
For information, enquiries write: "Swap Meet" PO Box 5279, Christchurch

or Phone Kay (03) 352-5217. No ATM or EFTPOS facilities available. No Dogs. ROAR.
PUBLIC DAYS 12, 13 OCTOBER: 9am - 4:30pm. Adults $3, all accompanied school children free.

Admission to the swapmeet on Members Day is by
current VCC Membership card or site holders ticket only.

Admission for those people accompanying a VCC member is $5 per person.

~ CANTERBURY BRANCH - NEW ZEALAND VINTAGE CAR CLUB

NATIONAL COMMERCIAL RALLY 2002
Labour Weekend 26 • 27 • 28 October

There are various venues for the rally and camping facilities available at Cutler Park.
Excellent rally routes and a major Truck Show and display being organised over the weekend.

Entry Forms will be available in July. Enquiries and registration of interest to:

RALLY CO-ORDINATOR: Roy Grainger, Phlfax 03 322 7200, 122 Kennedys Bush Road, Christchurch 8003

RALLY SECRETARY: Jill Hockley, Ph 03 352 7862, Fax 03 352 7894, email: hockleyjt@xtra.co.nz or

write to The Rally Secretary, 27 Dunbarton Street, Redwood, Christchurch 8005

MARLBOROUGH BRANCH - NEW ZEALAND VINTAGE CAR CLUB

Admission Seller's vehicle & driver 10 • All others $5 per person (accompanied children FREE)

BIENNIAL SWAP MEET &RALLY
Labour Weekend • 26 and 27 October 2002

Brayshaw Park Blenheim

Watch this space next issue Beaded Wheels

For further details contact:
Tony or Marie Hansen, telephone 03 579 4260, fax 03 579 4259

ROTORUA VINTAGE & VETERAN CAR CLUB INC

22nd Annual
Central North Island Swap Meet

Rotorua Racecourse on Sunday July 14 2002
This event will be of interest to all collectors of Vintage, Veteran, Classic and Collectable Cars, Motorcycles, Hot Rods,
Memorabilia, Old Car Books, Old Toys, Model Cars & Trains, and anything of a Collectable or Antique Nature.
Selling 7.00am till 3.00pm Free Parking. Food, cooked breakfast and refreshments available.
All catering and refreshments supplied by Rotorua Caterers. No other food and refreshment stalls permitted.
FURTHER DETAILS PHONE 07 349 2003 day 07 348 0680 a/h Cliff Wickham
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Please confine your national reports to
approximately 200 words!

Ashburton Les Bennett

Our Club Captain's Night Trial organ
ised by Bill Datlen was held on 21 March.
This popular event saw a large turnout of
members assemble at the Clubrooms for a
briefing prior to starting the run.

This event cunningly set out by Bill
saw some of us struggling with straight
line navigation, obscure clues etc.

While not directly involved as a driver
or navigator I was able to sit in the back of
Roger JopJing's Range Rover and offer
advice, helpful or otherwise! Some of the
highlights of the run included a number of
vehicles stopped by the Ashburton
Domain - the occupants out counting
trees, Vintage cars encountered on route
but going the wrong way, Sarah Datlen
(Bill's daughter) zipping about in her Mini
checking on everyone and Tom Pethick
and Jim Lawton travelling in Tom's 14/6

.Vauxhall arriving back about an hour after
everyone else, not sure where they had
been, but they were certain they had
covered the route completely. An enjoy
able run.

A large contingent of Ashburton
members attended the Easter Rally held
by the North Otago branch at Oamaru. An
excellent rally which saw Ashburton bring
home the Pennzoil Trophy for the Team
Event amongst other individual awards.

I believe Noel Batty who joined our
ranks recently has purchased a nice Ford
A town sedan from Nelson, we hope to
see this car out soon.

Our membership is increasing each
month with some interesting vehicles
coming out. Eric Husband has joined with
a Jowett Bradford, we haven't seen one of
these for a long time.

John and Uis Burns have a 1950 LIP
Vauxhall and a 1954 Vauxhall saloon
under restoration. Ian Baynes has a Ford
L05E Anglia and a Ford Escort, while
Lindsay and Glenis Olson have joined
with a 1929 Plymouth business coupe in
___ ..I _._~_~ __ 1 __ ._..J~ __ : _

Auckland John Stokes

The branch notes with regret the death
of Harold Denton. Harold was branch
social convenor for much of the fifties and
sixties and was branch chairman from
1964-68. Harold ran a 1923 Moon unfortu
nately destroyed by fire many years ago.

Motorcycles: Pat Wood is recovering
from heart surgery. Brian Teutenberg won
the Cecil Light Trophy for restoration of
his 1970 Norton Commando, he has won
this trophy two years running. John Powell
and John Penman have bought a quantity of
BSA bits, it is uncertain what model the
completed BSA will be. The motorcycle
section recently had a visit from Stephen
Briggs and the 500cc 3 cylinder, 6 geared
BSL racing machine. Our members were
most impressed particularly when the bike
was started. Leo Fowler has almost
completed his 1920 Powerplus Indian ex
Kevin Whitham. The "Three Legged
Group" of Fowler, Alderdice and Paul
Tomlin, plus sundry other legs are making
progress on a series of mid-twenties
Harley-Davidson 7/9s. Seats have been
made, frames completed, gearboxes have
been done and footboards finished.
Engines are the next step.

Veteran: Bill Miller's 1916 Buick
project has been onsold. Neil Cox is well
into his 1914 Overland Model 79, wheels
have been made, tyres purchased and the
driveshaft is being worked on. Neil has
produced an unusual Veteran Overland
crankcase. It has a governor on the left
front and the serial number begins with 65.
Our guess it is from a (circa) 1913 Willys
Model 65 utility truck. A small group of
Veterans namely the Barry Birchall 1905
De Dion, the Don White 4 cyl Sizaire and
the branch Renault Charabanc attended the
North Island rally at Whangarei. The
following week twenty plus branch Veteran
owners put on their HCCNZ hats to attend
the Auckland London to Brighton run.

Vintage: Colin Good has joined with a
1927 Singer 10/26, an ex-South Island car.
Mark Ball has completed an extensive
refurbishment of the ex-Alan Sorenson
1924 Packard it is now resplendent in red
paint and won a cup at the Pukekohe
Swapmeet. Mark is also finishing a 1929
Holden bodied De Soto tourer which is rare
for this country. Stephen and Tracey
Winterbottom's 1927 Talbot 14/45 ex Mike
Hope Cross ex the late Jim Lewis made a
first branch appearance on our Rear Wheel
Brake Rally. Over heating worries are
being overcome.

PV PW; Gavin Welch plotted an excel
lent PV PW rally notable for an absence of
straight line and tulip navigation. He had
sufficient well designed traps to get his
winners without seliously losing anyone.
Merv and Judy Stowers won overall in
their Humber 80 and Allan and Christine
Allbon won the slow class in their
Lanchest('r. Trevor Birchall has quit his
1946 Ford V8 coupe and replaced it with a
very well restored 1936 V8 sedan. Max
Colman has just about finished his 1932
Chev twin sidemount sedan.

Commercial: Jason Jurasovich has

pickup is complete. A new member Rick
Carlyon has produced a ]930 Dennis Dart
fire engine which only requires a coat of
paint. Stephen Clark has improved his
]95l Bedford van to the point where it
took best restored commercial at our
Commercial Camp Out. Colin Good also
has a 1928 Singer Senior 12 that is to be
rebodied as a van.

Events: Aucklanders comprised at least
thirty of the seventy plus vehicles that
attended David Lane's successful Great
Gatsby Picnic in Devonport. Nineteen
vehicles attended Arthur and Jessie
Houston's February club mn and another
nineteen assisted the Brain Injury Trust's
fundraiser when the Club Captain's tour
passed through Auckland. Another
Manukau motorshow is planned for
November.

Each year in the autumn, all our farming
members wait nervously by the phone
hoping to be chosen for that great honour,
hosting our annual Gymkhana and Driving
Tests. This year's lucky recipients were
John and Cindy Chamberlain, who farm
near Leeston. Approximately 25 cars
turned up to do battle on a lovely April
morning. The Timms Talbot came up from
Dunedin, John Fowler came from
Greymouth in his Austin 7 Special and
Kevin Atkinson, recently arrived from the
UK, was there in a very nice Singer Le
Mans IFS. We ran our traditional events,
slalom, slow/fast, cloverleaf, ever decreas
ing circles and added a couple of new ones
- a farmyard dash and the fiendishly
complicated Newellesque (in honour of
John Newell). Conditions were slippery so
the error rate was high as competitors slid
impotently past markers, through garages
etc. A great venue, with lots of different
conditions, we may even come back next
year. We thought the event needed a touch
of class, so at enormous expense we
purchased a desperately tasteful gold
statue, which we christened, "The Cindy"
in honour of our hostess. It now joins the
Topless Tours' Thermette and the Balcairn
Trial Old Boot, thus proving that we are a
branch of substance, who may well need to
appoint a trophy secretary very soon.

Results Overall
1 John Chamberlain
2 Mike Ludecke
3 Michael Williams
Handicap Winner
Craig Keenan Delage

George Calder has recently bought the
ex Warner Mauger Vauxhall 23/60 and he
is delighted with the performance and style
of this impressive vehicle. With tweed cap
firmly in place, he looked every inch the
English gentleman, as he sped out to the
Gymkhana and a collection is being taken
up to buy him a pipe to complete the
ensemble.

Trevor Timms, Wayne Henderson, Alan
Roberts, Earl Preston and John Newell all
have Vintage Vauxhalls in varying states of
repair so we may soon be overrun by Luton



Bay of Plenty Garry Linkhorn

What a fantastic three months of activity
by our members! Our branch was well
represented at the following events:
MG National Rally (Christchurch),
Hans Van Lith MGB Roadster:
Art Deco Rally, Napier
Roger New/and, Wolseley, Chris Rai/ton,
Rai/ton Claremont
Sunbeam Talbot Rally, Blenheim
Derek Winterbottom
Austin Rally, Blenheim,
Harold Smith
All Ford Day Rally, Mount Maunganui,
Joe Scott, Model AA truck, Model A
Victoria.
Taupo Vintage Rally, Taupo
Bruce Swain, Austin Princess
Studebaker 150 Year Rally, Tauranga
Jack Hoven, 8 Studebakers
Starship Hospital Car Trek, Taupo
Clive Snow, MGB Roadster
MG Kimbers Breakfast Rally, Karaka,
South Auckland
C/ive Snow and Garry Linkhorn, MG B GT

Our Club Rally was held in February.
This was a non-competitive run, starting
from the Te Puke CBD, weaving through
township streets making its way west into
the farmlands of Te Puke, Paengaroa and
Pongakawa, stopping for lunch at a country
school. The run continued on to Maketu,
then finished at Ray Singleton's Vintage
Auto Barn for afternoon tea. A very enjoy
able outing, 24 club cars took part in the
event that was well organised by Jack
Anderson and Ray Nitschke.

The highlight of the summer was our
"East Coast Escapade" held 15-17 March.
Twenty-four cars, one motor scooter and
fifty people departed from Te Puke Vintage
Auto Barn bound for Gisborne via East
Cape, with overnight stops at Hicks Bay
and Gisborne. The reception and hospitali
ty shown by the Gisborne Branch members
was second to none. A barbecue on
Saturday evening, then a hearty morning
tea farewell on Sunday wound up the tour,
members making their way home via the
Waioeka Gorge. An excellent three days
with good weather, good roads and
scenery, many thanks to Derek
Winterbottom and Paul Beck for their
organisation.

The official opening of Tauranga's new
motorway system on 6 April (routes P and
J) saw the Bap branch members and cars
featuring prominently. With 90 plus
vehicles in the opening procession, carry
ing state and local dignitaries along the
motorway to the delight of thousands of
spectators. Again superb organisation by
Derek Winterbottom who was ably assisted
by club marshals. Mid-week rallies took 18
cars in March to Te Puna Tavern for a
superb meal and great entertainment and
April had 15 cars tour to Katikati Bird
Gardens for a wonderful day, many
members were accompanied by their
grandchildren.

Our regular Club meeting nights have
been well attended. March was our Annual
Shiny Parts Auction capably led by
auctioneer member Dave Ryan assisted by
Josh Na!!le. The amount of $101 was raised

our member Garry Linkhorn address the
members on the Spirit of Adventure Trust
and the sailing training ships Spirit of
Adventure and Spirit of New Zealand.

Canterbury Tony Becker

This period, interest centred around the
Annual Motorcycle Rally, the big OE to
'Tassie, the PV-PWV-P60v Annual Rally,
Commercial Rally and Rear Wheel Brake
Rally.

On top of these came various picnic
runs for Veterans, 9-90s and P Group to
name just some!

The Jim Toohey Motorcycle Run was
supported by 23 machines that followed the
usual district roads and lunched at the
Rotherham Hotel after a particularly enjoy
able stint through Ethelton Valley.

The Inland Kaikoura Road led to the
town of that name where they met up with
the Blenheim group and stayed overnight.
The trophy for 2002 is now held by
Alastair Kermode.

The 9-90s seems to have a new impetus
with around 40 members turning out and
more use of old cars. The outings to Neil
McVicars great car collection and the "poo
ponds" were extremely enjoyable and well
planned by convenor John Kuipers.

Barry Townshend put together a good
selection of three sized runs for the motor
cycle section's Annual Rally 2002. Lunch
and field tests were held at llwell Domain.
The afternoon saw us back to the "Island
Debrief' where the seventeen cups and
hardware were redistributed for 2002.

Still on motorcycles, the Tasmanian
Adventure (170 machines and 250 people
from Australia, United Kingdom and New
Zealand) was a real success enjoyed by all
of the Canterbury Contingent (the largest at
the Rally).

In March the South Island National
Easter Rally was centred on the popular
Oamaru district. Runs long and short
traversed the big country which lived up to
expectations of spectacular scenery and
roads with light traffic. The Canterbury
contingent reported an excellent time and
well run event.

The Commercial Annual Rally, 23
March took off from Cutler Park with 30
entrants. The route partly negotiated a
private road near the Summit Scenic Drive
which highlighted drivers' skills and
vehicles' abilities. Travelling up Kennedys
Bush Road then onto a private farm track
we emerged at the Hoon Hay Valley farm
for lunch and field tests - a very pleasant
place and a wonderful day out!

Winners were: Concours and Field
Tests; John and Judy Parrott in a Morris
Minor ute, while overall winner was Bruce
Ackroyd.

The P group left Woolston Club reduced
to just eleven entrants by ominous weather
threatening on their annual picnic. Luckier
was the P group's Annual Rally with some
80 old vehicles and 150 members and
friends, greeted by a stunning blue sky and
very warm conditions. From Halswell
Quarry the long ranging tour took us to
Coes Ford for a break then on to Hororata
School grounds via Southbridge and

This 1938 Morris Commercial gutlcarriage/
tractor was photographed by Tony Becker at
Pohara Golden Bay. It has a five speed
gearbox and automatic 4WD. The power is
typical Morris. Diminutive but always reliahle
2.5 litre side valve motor. This one was a
WWlI desert type.

Rakaia - a great terminal and lunch venue.
Rod Burbery organised both good events.

During the absence of "Hub" editors in
Tasmania, the G lendays were replaced
temporarily by Peter May who coped so
well that few would have known there was
a difference - well done Pete!

With nights now closing in and becom
ing seasonally cooler, the run-up to
Autumn and Rural Runs plus the Queens
Birthday Weekend Irishman Rally prepara
tions, signals the rapid approach of winter.
More about these next issue.

Eastern Ba)' Of Plenty Elaine promt

Busy, busy, busy is what it has been for
our branch in recent weeks. In March, nine
cars (oh yes, and their drivers) joined up
with neighbouring branches for Rotorua's
Whil;naki Wander. Reports indicate this
was a very good day. Easter Sunday saw
the Studebaker Club travel down from
Tauranga to visit the Watchorn Museum as
part of their Easter Rally. Around 70 cars
took part and we catered a barbecue lunch
for the visitors. In between these activities,
there were working bees and the rally
committee was hard at work organising the
East Coast Rally for the 13 April. First time
rally plotters GaiT)' and Liz did a sterling
job of setting the run which included a visit
to see some miniature horses. We were
delighted with the 57 entries received from
Auckland, Rotorua, Waikato, South
Waikato, Bay of Plenty and local branches
and, as usual, we turned on a brilliant
EBOP day. Everyone relaxed and enjoyed
the lunch stop at Lake Rotoma and did not
appear to be any hurry to start the after-



Overall winners
Jack & Judi MacKinnon 1937 Oldsmobile
Runners-up
Paul & Carol Fussey, 1956 Wolseley 4/44.
First EBOP entrants and winners of the
Tom Gibbons Memorial Trophy
Waiter and Alison McFarland 1954 Citroen.

The team event was won by Waikato.
Our branch members can now take a well
deserved rest as our activities slow down a
little.

Far North Dave Duirs

This has been a very busy time but
rewarding none the less for those involved
in organising events and hopefully enjoy
able for those participatingl

Rosco's Bikes 'N' Birds Xtravaganza
proved to be just that. On a brilliantly
sunny afternoon a good turnout of vehicles
and some visitors assembled <It Awanui to
be briefed by Rosco who, for those of us
who know him, has to be treated with some
suspicion as he likes to have a bit of a
prank up his sleeve to liven things up!
"Straight line navigation", he says, "will be
part of the deal!" - looks of fear show
around those gathered as wc don't do too
much of the serious stuff up here. However,
as each car was flagged off, Rosco went to
great pains to explain the system to those
who HE decided were inexperienced. The
others, who WE assured him knew nothing,
soon found out why a small hand mirror
was required ... to read the instructions
presented inside out like one sees on some
oncoming vehicles (ambulances)! Some
were cunning enough to see through this
one (send in your ideas and you could win
a chance to visit this dude!)

The navigation section was quite short
(except for one Holden which took the long
road via Ahipara) and we all eventually
made it to a new enterprise, Gumdiggers
Park, off State Highway IF which depicts
the ancient buried kauri forest and
Northland as it was in the early 1900s.

Final destination was organisers
Raewyn and Rosco Pennell's home and
Ostrich - Emu enterprise where we were
required to follow a question and answer
trail around the property which enabled us
to learn plenty about the birds, followed by
a short "interrogation" to make sure we had
legitimately followed the afternoons
instructions and not just taken a leisurely
drive up the peninsula.

With help from some motorbike enthu
siasts, we were then required to don bike
gear, mount trail bikes and negotiate an
obstacle course "at speed" followed by a
slow race without touching the ground
(with feet or backsides). A unicycle had to
be mounted and this was about as far as
most went before claiming injury or falling
off. One Murray was seen to tear off down
the porch (two whole pedal cycles) halting
short of going through a window. Egg and
spoon race ... easy stuff ... we all did that at
school, but try it again, on the trot around a
garden and the egg is an ostlich egg.

A shared aftemoon tea in the garden
fnl1()U!pn hv nri7P(;,: rn111"tpl.;:" on M,1p

Northland Ostrich and Emu brought an
enjoyable and at times hilarious afternoon
to a close.

Many months of planning and hard
work culminated in a most successful
weekend to celebrate our 25th Brian Parker
Memorial Rally. On Friday evening most
visitors were at our clubrooms to register
and have dinner. On Saturday fifty vehicles
from as far south as Invercargill, some of
which had competed in the Northland
Easter rally the week before and in the
North Island Captain's Run from
Wanganui, assembled on Taipa Beach in
beautiful Doubtless Bay for public
viewing. We were honoured to have
members of the Parker family present and
with brother Bob and one of his daughters
as passengers, the first car flagged away by
Far North District Council mayor Yvonne
Sharp, was the club's 1928 Plymouth
(previously owned by the late Brian
Parker).

Our route took us inland up the Oruru
Valley to Peria and Mangatoetoe over wet,
muddy roads with plenty of silent checks
and intriguing clues on to SH I and over
the forested Mangamuka ranges back to the
small farming community of Broadwood
for lunch. After lunch we made our way
through Herekino back to the coast at
Ahipara to view 90 mile beach which was
pelforming well as the wind and rain had
stilTed things up. The route took us through
the main street of Kaitaia and back in to the
hills before coming back on to SH 10 and
the east coast, finishing back at the
clubrooms at Aurere.

The evening meal, provided by the local
Kindergarten, at the local rugby club with
good old back ground band music and
some dancing was followed by prize giving
courtesy Spanhake Engineeting with Chris
and Dale Spanhake as guests. The competi
tive spirit of our visitors was pretty fierce
and when the results were posted the locals
didn't feature in the prize stakes. President
Lyn Matthews addressed the gathering and
thanked the rally route organisers, Win
Matthews and Vince Mason for a great day
and took the opportunity to thank all the
rally organising committee for quietly
getting their tasks effectively organised.

Sunday dawned a beautiful day with Cl

visit to Win Matthews' developing museum
of agricultural gear, cars and memorabilia
of early settlement in the Doubtless Bay
area. A short tour organised by Shirley and
Gordon Matthews, took us out along Inland
road and Tokerau beach to the newly devel
oped Carrington fam1s project where we
viewed the challenging new golf course
over wet lands next to the beach. The
complex includes club house, restaurant
and guest houses all very tastefully blend
ing in to the landscape. We were also
shown the vineyard which is close to
production and will shortly have a winery
to produce exclusive wines to enjoy at the
restaurant together with beef from the
Angus stud which is being established.

Lunch was had in a picnic atmosphere at
the Kari Kari Fire Station. From here we
bade farewell to our visitors, some of
whom visited local beaches, Matai Bay and
rol,n ~lnr1 M-::lro-::lrpt nilr·hri~t'c npu/I"

This was a great weekend in which a lot
of hard work had its rewards and we trust
that our visitors enjoyed their brief stay
with us. We are grateful to our main
sponsors Spanhake Engineering and to our
rally pack contributors, Spanhake
Engineering, Triboard division Juken
Nissho, Top Print, BNZ, AA Whangarei
and Doubtless Bay Information Centre.

With all that under our belt we decided
to have a break for the rest of the month as
we have some interesting activities coming
up over the winter months. Our new
honours boards, made from polished radia
tor sUITounds, are completed and look very
smart. Some members have sold raffle
tickets for the Brain Injury Trust and others
have manned a selling point in Kaitaia for a
day towards this worthy cause which was
supported by a generous donation by the
FNDC mayor and Brian Parker family at
our recent rally.

Hawkes Bay Derek Gordon

The 24th of March saw 30 vehicles turn
up at the clubrooms for a mystery run
organised by Jim and Raelyn Henderson.

The first port of call was not that far
from the base, where members viewed a
collection of Jaguars, nine in all.

Then they travelled down SH50 to the
Tikokino Hotel where they rendezvoused
with Central Hawkes Bay members. After
having a break for morning tea the group
then travelled on to Takapau to enjoy lunch
on the lawn of the Orua Wharo Homestead.

This stately home was built in the late
1800s and comprised of twenty-one rooms.
Today this magnificent old homestead is in
private hands and the new owners hope to
restore it back to its former glory.

From all the reports I have heard it was
a great day out, well done Jim and Raclyn.
On 21 April a cross section of vehicles
turned out for a commercial run to Lake
Tutira. This run was organised by two of
our commercial members Wayne Clark and
AlIan lames. After leaving the c1ubrooms
they drove round through the Port Ahuriri
area then on to Napier-Wairoa Highway to
Lake Tutira. Wayne supplied the barbecue
and everybody cooked their own lunch.
The weather was good, the journey was
good and a great day was had by all. Well
done Wayne and Allan.

Horowhenua Peter Nightingale

Once again our Annual Swap Meet in
March proved of benefit to many. Lots of
Veteran and Vintage parts were there and
treasures were found and changed hands.
This event continues to grow each year.

March 10 saw the annual Ted Green
Memorial Motorcycle Run proceed with 15
entrants on a beautiful day. A shed raid to
Jeff Fox's shed in the afternoon completed
the day. Winners:
Overall Trophy Tony Wallace
Vintage Richard Calderwood
Post Vintage John Viner
Post 60 Malcolm McGregor

Thirty-five members participated on the
Aptil Fools Day Run organised by Dave
and Rosalie Starlin[!. First was a "Tulin"



and fun. This was followed by a barbecue
at the Otaki Forks. Our thanks to the
Starlings.

At the Club night a talk by Roy Sanson
our local community Bobby and ex-senior
traffic officer was given. The meeting was
well attended and at the conclusion of
Roy's address he kindly handed out a
drivers license test which he challenged us
to complete. I was told and understand that
most would have failed the test so congrat
ulations to those who passed. Maybe we
should have a rally that tests one's knowl
edge of the road code.

Shona and I attended the Winchester
Swap Meet and caught up with many
friends and had more success in my eternal
search for 1916 Maxwell parts. The
restoration is going steadily on with lots of
parts restored or made. With the parts in
hand and two chassis it looks like two cars
will be on the road down the track. I am
still keen to hear from anyone who can
help with information or parts.

As a final note it is with regret that
Murray Low (a foundation member of the
Horowhenua Branch) was farewelled by
many of his friends in March after a long
and brave battle with cancer. We wish Rose
all the best and know how much you did
with Murray and the support you gave him.

King Country Norma Dougherty

Over the last few months our members
have been busy with regular club runs and
many members have attended a variety of
outside rallies. The Wellington Biennial
Motorcycle Rally, the Marlborough Motor
Cycle Rally, the Lake Taupo Rally the
Waikato Branch Ladies Rally and the
Wanganui Autumn Motorcycle Trial. We
have also had some interesting club events
one of which included several sections of
straight-line navigation (enjoyed by some
members). The day concluded with a pleas
ant barbecue. In March, we went for a short
drive to the north of Taumarunui and then
on a 30 minute tramp through some beauti
ful native bush to see the Omanl Falls. The
falls would be well worth visiting when the
river is in full tlood. Recently we had a
Mystery Trip that was an opportunity to
explore some back-country roads in the
Kirikau and Te Maire districts. In a day or
so the Branch is signing up with the local
council for new Clubrooms. Over the next
couple of months the branch will be busy
shifting from our old clubrooms in the
middle of town to a rather large country
hall at Taringamotu on the outskirts of
town (5km). The grounds have a large
grass parking area. The building has a large
central hall, kitchen, and meeting room and
is fully equipped with crockery, chairs, etc.
All for a small peppercorn rental. There
will be a need for several working bees.

Manawatu Robyn Corpe

Changeable weather was the order of
the day for the Ruahine Ramble held on 24
February 2002. This did not deter the
thirty-one entries for this annual event,
which was well organised by Ray

The straight line rule applied but this
was difficult at times in the very strong
Southwesterly! The ramble was through
the Manawatu Gorge, then north under the
Ruahine Ranges to Norsewood for lunch.
The afternoon section looped East through
Ormandville before heading West after
Dannevirke to return via the Saddle Road,
the alternative route to the Gorge.

Results

VeteranNintage and First Overall
D Dennis & ( Rhodes 1916 Buick Tourer
First Post Vintage and Second Overall
Brian Burrough 1934 Austin 7 Ruby
First Post War and 3rd Overall
GThomas & V Dunlop MG TO 1952
Furtherest travelled
H O'Rorke, Hamilton 1936 Morris 8 Tourer
Hard Luck
L. Browell 1926 Standard
(Untimely loss of oil pressure before the start.)

A special mention to Brian Burrough's
navigator, 12 year old daughter Anna, well
done Anna! Mum, who was working that
day will have to take a back seat in the
future.

On 9 March, four Veteran cars repre
sented Manawatu at the Wanganui Heritage
Weekend. This day was enjoyed by Barry
Thomas, Rob and Pat Knight, Stan Corlett,
Dallas Denby and Gladys Haycock. The
Wharite run was held on 16 March. The
Military Vehicles Club, Wanganui
members and the Austin Club were invited
to join us. We thought a jeep might be
handy for the tinal climb to the Wharite TV
transmitter tower on top of the Ruahine
Range. The day was windy but tine and 22
cars and 6 jeeps met in Woodville for a
wander around the many second-hand and
antique shops. At 11.30am we left for the
'I. hour drive up the steep, metal road to the
tower with two Jeeps in the lead. ·Only two
cars need a helping hand. We all waved
about in the 50km plus wind and after
looking at the view over the Manawatu and
to Woodville. We decided to have lunch at
the Balance Bridge where it was sheltered
and there was a playground for the
children. The Hickmolt twins, aged four
months, enjoyed their tirst rally in Dad's
1928 Austin Burnham. This was a fun run
enjoyed by everyone.

Our last repOIt is the AGM. Ably presided
over by Brian Burroughs as Trevor Hardy
was overseas. We welcome Rob Knight as
our new Chairman and Roy Haywood as
Club Captain. Stan Corlett was presented
with a 25 year badge and members were
reminded that the Branch's 40th Anniversary
is being celebrated this year.

Nelson June Campbell

The Chairman's Run on 16 February
was a "town and around" with 21 vehicles
taking part, following Chairman Geoff and
Phyllis's instructions. Darcy Bovey gained
First Prize for the Competition and Peter
Westiey and his granddaughter the Lucky
Name Draw.

March Club night was a visit to the
Classic Car Display at the World of

interested to see several cars being restored
in the workshop along with a display of
approximately 40 cars all in immaculate
order. These will be changed every four
months. This collection is quite an asset to
the Nelson region and is a worthwhile stop
for visitors to the region.

Twenty-five cars from Nelson, Motueka
and Takaka took to the road and headed
south to Greymouth to take part in the West
Coast Branch Scenicland Rally on 16
March. It was good to see Ses England up
and about again and able to travel down to
the Rally. Unfortunately the weather
treated us to the same that we dished out to
them at our Rally last Labour Weekend and
we all got a bit wet but it still didn't detract
from the lovely countryside in1land between
Greymouth and Hokitika. We went through
the old gold-mining areas of Stafford and
Dillmanstown and the farmland is so lush
and green after some very dry weather in
recent months. The evening function at
Shantytown was most enjoyable as always.
Thanks guys for a great weekend, it shows
that small groups can organise great events.
Some ex-Coasters did quite well at the
prize giving, maybe it was the Campbell's
and Dense's turns this year, gaining tirst
and third prizes respectively in the non
Veteran section. Chris Milne and Maurice
Dodds gained prizes for wilty answers and
Gary Plum, Geoff Morris, Chris Milne
and Bill Dense were awarded prizes for
lucky rally number plates. We are now
looking ahead and planning to attend the
South Island Easter Rally in Greymouth in
2003, it's sure to be good'

John White Trophy Day: Dick and Betty
Anderson were presented with the John
White Trophy for the best restoration of the
year in their 1930 Nash 480 Sedan and
Debbie and Tim McDowell took the
honours in the gymkhana section. Thirty
five year badges were presented to Ses
England, Ken Silke and Peter Russell on
this day.

We were sorry to hear of the passing of
three Nelson Branch members, John
Parker, Noel Jeffery and Ron King.

Our April Club run on a beautiful
Autumn day saw 45 vehicles travel to Jack
and Tuppy Anglesey's farm at Tadmore for
a picnic lunch. Members strolled among
the amazing array of the more modern
vehicles (40s, 50s and 60s) which have
been 'laid to rest' in this lovely country
setting. In sheds, there is a treasure trove of
machinery and restorable Dodges for the
dedicated Vintage nut. King Dennis was
spotted riding in Neal Dome's Model T
giving the appropriate wave. A presentation
of a 35 year badge was made to Jack during
the afternoon.

We now have a website, for those inter
ested the address is

http://www.nelsonvcc.org.nz

Northland Lyn Wrack

It's been a while since a report has been
written but for sure, we have not been idle.
The summer months we went off blueberry
and blackbeny Qicking and, covering some



big Easter celebrations. Bruce and Claudia
Jefferys and George and Iris Tier were able
to discreetly challenge the locals while
testing out their theories. It was early
enough in the year for them to then take a
break and head for Nelson in their Austin
7s to take part in those celebrations and
return in time to recheck the routes before
the big event. Three cars also joined up
with the Far North members who headed
around East Cape (in the mist and rain)
before joining in the Art Deco weekend in
Napier. It was great to catch up with the
Eastern Bay of Plenty and Gisborne
members as we travelled through their
areas. Once back home, it was an intense
month of getting the Easter Rally on track
and then into a wonderful weekend of
meeting up with all of those familiar faces
once again. It was great to see the newer
members enjoy the camaraderie and admire
the wonderful vehicles that came to
Whangarei for the weekend. The effort
members make to get those vehicles
roadworthy and in top motoring condition
is a bit like running a marathon and we felt
very privileged in having such a range of
vehicles from all parts of New Zealand,
arrive for the event. This is what the VCC
is about and we thank you all for your
efforts. Our guests at the prize giving were

The Darrach broken down, Pareora Gorge.
Alan Hawke cranking lip while Alan's wife and
brother look on.

Field tests boss, Ross Walkinshaw,
endeavouring to get throllgh the qlleue (}f
vehicles fined up at Cave.

rather special. Vic McCready, Northland's
first Chairman, now aged 93 came down
from Kaikohe and he cut the birthday cake.
Stella Maxwell, whose late husband
Charles, donated the Maxwell Teams
Trophy many years ago, was able to
present it to this year's winner, the Waikato
Branch. The Todd Trophy winner still has
Ran Dixon in a state of shock, but is
absolutely "rapt" at what he has achieved.

Our next big rally will be the Northland
Motorcycle Rally in May and this is
shaping up to be another great event.

Rotorua John Kirkland

Greetings from the only place in New
Zealand where sulphur is supreme!
Whether you call it the pongy place, or the
scented city, or even the place of pungent
pang, Rotorua is a great place to live, there
is always something different happening. It
is central to all outlying destinations and has
great surrounding rural areas with contrast
ing native bush and lakes. The climate is
healthy and bracing, it has got some mighty
fine old cars (although some very rarely see
the light of day,) and finally it is where next
year's Easter Rally will be held.

So from now on, it is all eyes on good
old "rotten rua". As I mentioned last
month, planning for this event is well
underway. Director of operations and Rally
Director is Chairman Cliffy, ably supported
by Uncle Duggie who is assistant RD.
Other key personnel are joint secretaries
Des and Angie Brunton, Treasurer Ray
Bowditch, Route Planners Denis and Pat
Burr, Gymkhana Organiser Dave Pannell
and last but definitely not least the catering
is in the ever-capable hands of Doreen
Green. Oh, there is one other person float
ing around the periphery, but because he
spends nearly all his time fussing around
with old Fords, he's been given a menial
job out the back and out of sight, where he
won't bother too many visitors or cause the
club too much unnecessary embarrassment.
His name will therefore remain a secret at
this stage except to say that he's having an
obsessive prolonged affair with Wilma.

Those who attended the 2000 Rally in
Rotorua, may remember the excellent
catering at that event, by Brownie Spit
Spectacular. He will provide more of the
same next Easter and probably better I
should imagine. I nearly forgot to mention
that we are having a special run for Veteran
Cars, Mopeds and Scooters, next Easter.
The run will be easy, about 50kms in
length with a few stops and will be through
very picturesque scenery. Be there!

And now for gossip, chit chat and news
about runs and rallies. The midweek
touring group's last three runs have been
real crackers with trips to PUI"eora State
Forest Park, Bert Watchorn's Truck
Museum at Whakatane, and Windrest
Cottage Gardens and Teahouse at Te Puke.
These three runs were well organised by
Maurie Crowe, while Ralph and Joan
Bennett; and Reg and Annette Monroe all
took turns in organising interesting and
successful prior trips to Ngatea on the
Hauraki Plains and David and Rata
Taylor's seaside castle at Pukehina Beach.
This is an active group and they are always
going to interesting places. I will have to
participate more often, but repair days do
take precedence.

Sixteen branch members and seven cars
attended the North Island Easter Rally at
Whangarei, and while they missed out on
all the prize money, a good time was had
by all who pal1icipated. Then there was
Eastern BOP's (Whakatane) more recent
rally, which attracted eleven cars from

Burr won top prize in the Vintage section
driving their 1930 Model A Ford Tourer.

Twenty-nine vehicles (including six
classic Vintage) took part in our own
March Club run, titled Minginui
Meander/Whirinaki Wander, to the
Whirinaki State Forest Park. Organised by
JK Flathead, Wilma and Kathy, the run was
non-competitive, and covered approximate
ly 130 miles in total, 12 of which was on a
fairly rough metalled narrow road. Maybe
the weather had something to do with it,
but I suspect the main contributing factor
behind the much larger than expected
turnout was the eventual destination. Lunch
at the picturesque Mangamate Waterfall
and old camping ground, then a couple of
bush walks through beautiful prime native
forest ecological reserves all made for a
great day with great people and great cars.

Other events of relative importance have
been the All Ford day at Blake Park Mount
Maunganui where the Club was represent
ed by JK Flathead and Wilma plus Male
and his magnificent maroon Merc.
Flathead and Wilma also took a trip over to
view the recent Studebaker cars at the
hoedown in Tauranga and evergreen Bill
Skelton and his little 1929 Chummy
attended the National Austin 7 February
Rally in Blenheim, taking the long way
home, travelling via Molesworth Station
and Hanmer Springs.

South Canterbury Bill Weir

We had II members and their families
camping at Fairlie this year, as usual a
great time had by all. As for tishing, it's the
smaller boat that gets all the fish! They did
share them with the rest of the campers in
the true fishing spirit.

There was a good turnout of cars on
New Years Day for parade, despite the
weather. Thanks to all of those members
who braved the rain for the afternoon. Alan
and Nora Hawke were presented with the
Vintage Trophy and the overall Parade
Trophy. Congratulations to you both and
thanks for blinging that beautiful car out in
the rain. It was also great to see the
Morrisons' Morris Cowley from Geraldine.

Lady Drivers Rally - 20 January: Ran
and Linley Hammer organised an enjoy
able run through the south end of town
with some trid..)' instructions and equally
tricky questions along the way, then out the
west of town via Rosewill to Pleasant
Point, up to Hanging Rock past rather
soggy looking grounds of the Hospice
Wine and Jazz Festival and across Hanging
Rock Bridge. An interesting run up by the
river and across to the Fairlie-Geraldine
Highway, routed liS then down to Geraldine
for field tests and lunch in the local domain.

Mid Island Rally - 3 March: An excel
lent entry of over sixty cars, commercials
and motorcycles participated on a very
pleasant day. A large contingent supported
us from Ashburton, which was evident in
the prize giving - they scooped the pool!

Some cars gave trouble, Eric Robin's
Veteran, didn't want to start at the
Clubrooms, and half way over the Pareora
r;",rnA A 11-:1on U ..:n1.11rP.'" f)-:llrr-:ll,.,.,.... tAct 'l rfri'HP
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Field tests were held at Cave township
then it was on into Totara Valley and the
Scout Camp grounds at Raincliff for lunch
where all the vehicles parked amongst the
trees looked great.
Results
Veteran Overall
Alan Hawke 1908 Darracq
1st Vintage Overall
5elwyn Palmer 1928 Dodge
1st PV, PWV Overall
Vern Ellis 1937 De 50to
1st Commercial Overall
Dean Rae 1926 Model T
1st Post 60 Overall
Norm Bunt 1962 MGB
1st Vintage Motorcycle
Russell Dale 1930 Indian

Oamaru Visit - 23 February: Thirty-two
people left the Clubrooms and went by bus
to Oamaru. First stop was Tempero Motor
Bodies where Rod Tempera gave us a
guided tour. The first car was a V12 Jaguar
rear engine sportscar, next were four D
type Jaguars in various stages of comple
tion and also a two seater Ferrari sportscar.
In the construction stage were two VI2
Jaguar two seater sportscars, built up from
XJS Jaguars. Something different was an
Austin Champ 4x4 army vehicles having
body restoration undertaken. The
workmanship involved from a toy model or
blackboard drawing to the completed
vehicle is craftsmanship at its best. The
majority of these vehicles are for the
overseas market.

Our next visit was to the Historic
Precinct in the town, where there are
various shops and stalls. The Motor
Museum provided plenty of interest and a
Flower Show for the green fingered.

The day finished with a barbecue tea and
social get together at the North Otago
Branch's newly acquired clubroorns. Their
members provided u with an excellent meal
and a great chance to chat about mutual
interests. On the return we had a brief stop
at Studholme to view an old Englih tyle
building. A very interesting day.

South Otago 8i11 Cross

Two South Otago branch members,
Graeme Jarvie (1937 Pontiac) and Stuart
Milne (1956 Hillman), journeyed to
Nightcaps on 2 March, 2002 for the
Takatimu Mountain Festival, our unseason
able summer continued for much of the
day, but stayed fine for the vast array of
Vintage machinery displays.

On 17 March a good number of folk
from the Southland, Central Otago, Gore,

Russell Hawkes outlines The Royal &
SunAlliance 290~ Rally to the assembled jolk al

Otago and South Otago branches assem
bled at Gabriels Gully for a picnic, when
Russell Hawkes, director of the Royal &
SunAlliance 2006 Rally outlined our next
international event.

Jim Beeby and Joan Davey (1937 Austin
Seven Ruby) enjoyed the company at the
National Austin Register gathering at
Blenheim, while Alison and Wally
Ollerenshaw (1952 MG TD) travelled to
the West Coast for the Scenicland rally, via
the Arthurs Pass and home over the Lewis.
Wonderful motoring through the Arthurs
with the hood down, but this was not the
case for the rally when the hood was well
fastened up.

At the February meeting Allan Inglis
talked informatively on automotive paint
ing, and in March Paul McNabb brought
members up to date on the executive
meeting held at the North Shore.

Three members of the Branch enjoyed a
well-run South Island Easter Rally at
Oamaru, in perfect weather conditions,
except for the drive home on Monday into
a southerly bluster! The three vehicles,
Angus and Margaret Katon (1929 De
Soto), Wally and Alison Ollerenshaw (1952
MG TD), Maureen and Bill Cross (1957
International AS 110)

South Wllikllto Dolph)' l\lllthis

March 9 saw Reg and Poko Blomfield in
their Talbot soft-top, Mike and Joy Adams
in their XK140 Jaguar and Dolphy and Jo
Mathis in their 1948 Wolseley 18/85 attend
the Lake Taupo Rally. It was a great sight
when a number of Bentleys drove in to say
hello before the start of the rally.

Reg and Poko Blomfield were the
overall winners of the Rally with Jo and
Dolphy Mathis winning 3rd in the Post War
Section, as usual a very well attended
Rally. .

The Branch's March run was a Mystery
Tour organised by John and Alice Lee. We
drove through ome nice country scenery,
finishing at I ones, Landing on Lake
Arapuni for lunch and a lot of yacking.
Some piayed cricket and other took to
swimming. Sixteen adults and five children
attended.

John and Alice Lees' Rover 90 and Reg
and Poko in their Talbot convertible took
part in the Eastern Bay of Plenty Rally
starting at Watchorns Museum on 13 April.
With some 53 entrants it was a good
turnout. Brilliant weather was enjoyed by
all making for a great day's touring.

Over Easter Weekend Dolphy and Jo
Mathis took part in the Starship Car Trek
Taupo 2002.

The first day, Friday 29 saw us doing a
cross-country tour taking us to Rotorua at
11 am and parking at the Lake Front Park
for about three hours. Here cars offered
rides for a donation towards funds for the
Starship Hospital. Later we headed back to
Taupo to enjoy an evening attended by all
trek participants, involving a lovely dinner
and the official opening.

Saturday we trekked to Napier taking
some two hours driving and parked in the
city and offered rides for donations for

to Taupo over these nice long hills. This
was a great day's outing with terrific
weather added. Sunday we did some
touring through Broadlands and Reporoa,
then back to Taupo. At Lakeland Park the
cars were on display, once again we gave
rides for donations. Then we drove to the
local car race track where a large gathering
of race goers were attending a car race
meeting. Here we did two laps of the
circuit "slowly" and canvases off for
donations for the Starship Hospital. Then
back to Taupo. 6.30pm we went to HQ to
attend the final dinner followed by speech
es and prize giving. Jo and Dolphy Mathis
got runner-up in people's choice for their
1948 Wolseley 18/85. This was a fantastic
weekend supporting a great cause.

Tanll111ki Colin .)ohnston

Long time members, Mark and Denise
Verco have left Taranaki to take up
residence in Tauranga. Mark has spent
many hours serving on our Club
Committee and various rally committees
and working bees. Our loss will be
Tauranga's gain and we would like to thank
Mark and Denise for their friendship and
all they have done for our Branch. We wish
them all the best and many happy days of
rallying and enjoying life in the Bay of
Plenty.

The North Island Club Captain's Tour
passed through Taranaki in March on its
way North. Entrants stopped overnight at
the Plymouth Hotel in New Plymouth and
a motor show was held in the early evening
featuring the cars on the tour along with
some local members vehicles. The display
made a great sight all lined up in the car
park.

Our Branch Club Captain Noel Jannings
organised a beaut run to take us up through
the back-country roads to Whangamomona
where we stopped at the local hotel. The
entrants, twenty-four cars and approxi
mately sixty people, then drove on to the
Kaieto Cafe for lunch where the Russian
pies proved popular. Next we headed off
along the Moki Road with lots of metal but
it was in good order. We stopped at the
Mount Damper car park, and then on foot
we went to view the great Mount Damper
Falls. Most of us made it and it was truly a
wonderful trip to view them and a highlight
of the run. We moved on to Ahititi and over
Mount Messenger to Urenui and to the
picnic spot by the liver for afternoon tea
then dispersed for the homeward journey,
thanks Noel for a great Club Run.

George and Sharon Jupp attended the
150 years of Studebaker gathering at
Tauranga held at Easter Weekend. People
who had come from all over New Zealand
and some from Australia and America were
treated to a fine display of around seventy
Studebakers with most models represented.
The owners had an interesting time motor
ing around the district and visited the Te
Puke Autobam and the Watchorn Museum
at Awakeri. George who has owned his
1928 President Straight Eight since 1967
found out it is a very rare five seater model.
George has researched some interesting
history on this car.



1938 MG

1905 Star
1918 Buick

1928 Model A pickup

1953 Hillman Coupe
1947 Hillman

Executive and AGM, which is to beld 111

Masterton on 2-4 August, 2002.

The Branch's 20th Annual Autumn
Motorcycle Trial was very successful on 6
and 7 April. 29 entrants encountered rain as
they t[avelled through Okoia, FordeLl.

Wanganui Fay Chamberlain

Waitemata Keith Humphl'eys

Pebblebrook at Waitoki, about 20 miles
north of Auckland is the Waitemata
Branch's other hillclimb venue, and like
Chelsea, it is on private land which has
many advantages, as those of you who
have tried to close public roads will realise.
It is a gravel surfaced road, testing, and
with some potentially quite serious drop
offs.

It tends to favour the smaller cars like
Austin 7's and Riley 9's of which this
branch seems to have plenty, and they seem
to be multiplying! It was also the 25th
Anniversary of the event, although origi
nally, it was a North Shore Branch event
until the break-away Waitemata Branch
was formed.

On the first event, there were ten entries
including John Hearne in his Bugatti, Brian
Johnstone in the 30198 Vauxhall now
owned by branch member Grant Taylor,
Wallace McNair and Richard Stanley in
Sunbeams, Ian Goldingham in his Singer 9,
and Russell Ward and Barry Gay in MG's.

Most of the entrants are still members of
the Waitemata Branch today. The fastest
time 25 years ago was Richard Stanley in
the big 20/60 Sunbeam at lmin 10.9
seconds beating even the two motorcycles
entered.

At the most recent event there were
thirteen entries with a variety of smaller
motorcars and one motorcycle (Barry
Gay). The FTD went to Mike Courtney in
his Austin 7 Special at Imin 8.18secs only
marginally faster than Stanley's big
Sunbeam 25 years ago. The condition of
the road has a big bearing on the times at
this venue.

A hardy few camped overnight in the
disused quarry at the top of the hill intend
ing to hold a gymkhana/mudplug the next
day, but the weather and lack of numbers
forced the cancellation of the event.

Since then, members have put on a
display at the North Shore Airfield for their
open day and attended a very successful
Gatsby Picnic at the Devonport Park.

Meanwhile, most of the Austin 7's and
Sunbeams and Talbots have trickled back
from their South Island National Rallies.

Next it is the GOLDOR. organised by
Brian and Bess Johnstone, Indoor Go
Km·ting, and most importantly our AGM
which surprisingly is always well attended
as the Branch puts on a free meal, and the
actual formal part of the night being pretty
entertaining with little chance of being
railroaded into a committee position.

This should not be taken for granted
however as speaking from experience, it
has been known to happen!

Wairarapa Frances Elwin

It is on a sad note that I start this editori
al, over the last few months we have seen
the passing of three of our branch club
members. Janice Linwood in February,
Graham Shakes in March and Ken Beaver
in April. We all will miss these club
members.

Congratulations go to Peter Tibbs who
is a member of the Wairarapa Branch VCC
also the Waipoua Lions of Masterton. Peter
was involved in the very successful motor
cycle show held in Masterton, which was
held to raise funds for the Te Omanga
Wairarapa Hospice. VCC Club members of
the motorcycle section plus local business
willingly loaned their motorcycles for the
two-day show. Thanks guys and girls for
all your support. Recently the National
Model T Rally was held in the Wairarapa
and again it was a great success. This
group of members also made a generous
donation to the Te Omanga Wairarapa
Hospice. Again thank you.

Our Annual Rex Porter Memorial Rally
was held on 8 and 9 March. Most of the
organising being done by Will and Ruby
Holmes. Again another very successful
rally with 40 entries. Vehicles had three
routes to choose from, with all entrants
meeting up again in Martinborough for
lunch. A free run back to the clubrooms for
afternoon tea. The evening saw a gathering
of entrants, marshals and guests for the
dinner and prize giving.

Overall winners
1=Howard Sims and Gerry Apel
Veteran
1=Roy Elwin
Francis Pointon
Vintage
1 Howard Sims
Post Vintage
1 GaryWall
PostWar
1=Neil Farrer
Graham C1arke
Post 60s
1 Doug Banks 1962 MK 11 Jaguar
Motorcycle Section
1 Gerry Apel 1954 Velocette
A big thanks to all who helped in any way.

Our Club Captain's Run was held on 14
April. Thirty entries turned out on a beauti
ful clear day to enjoy an untimed run
through the countryside to Pirinoa hall.
Travelling back around western lake to
stop at the Fell engine Museum
Featherston, then onto the c1ubrooms for a
cuppa. Overall winners of the day were
Dick and Doreen O'Brien. A great day was
had by all and our thanks go to Noel
Bassett for organising the days outing.

Wairarapa members are reminded that
their AGM is on the second Monday in
June, please be there.

The Wairarapa Branch is now starting to
swing into action for the National

chairman of both the old Taupo County and
Waikato Valley Authority and was well
placed to talk on these matters.

During November we had Bill Mullen
give a discourse on his life's work in the
motor industry. It was one of the most
interesting talks we have experienced. We
also had a static display with ten cars at St
Andrews Church which was followed the
next day by our Annual Navigator's Trophy
Run. This was a changed format starting
with afternoon tea, the run in the later
afternoon followed by a meal at the
clubhouse. The joint winners were Angela
and Jeff Clark with Aileen and Jack
Hindess.

Christmas was not forgotten, and we
had our usual get together at the clubhouse
with an excellent catered meal and our own
good company.

2002 started with a picnic and
gymkhana at Kinloch, organised by Keith
and Dawn Carr. In early February the
lunchtime display of cars on the Gascoigne
Street Reserve went on for five hours. This
display continues to attract the public who
obviously enjoy the experience.

This year's Lake Taupo Rally was
attended by 48 entrants and it was a run of
about 100 miles. The morning part was
competitive, involving a largely rural run
ending up at the Whakamaru Settlers Hall
for lunch. On the way there was a little bit
of straight-line navigation around Kinloch,
just to add a little spice.

The aftemoon run was a return journey to
Taupo through Mokai, an historic little place
where the new Tuaropaki geothermal power
station can be seen. Nearer to Taupo we
passed the McLachlan power station which
is another relatively new geothermal station.

The evening function saw the clubrooms
packed to capacity with little room to spare
between the tables. There was plenty of
merriment with the multi-draw raffles and
of course there were prizes for the various
events. Overall winners were Reg and Poko
Blomfield from South Waikato.

Our March club night speaker was
recent member Murray Black, who gave us
an insight to the early days of local body

Taupo Jack Hindess

New Plymouth member Fred Cox has
been working on the restoration of his 1925
Sunbeam 14120 Tourer. Fred bought the car
in New Plymouth over twenty-five years
ago and since retiring two years ago has
been able to spend time working on this
very rare motor car. The Sunbeam is
painted British racing green with wine
coloured wire wheels on beaded edge
tyres, it has electric starting and lighting.
The car was completely dismantled when
purchased and was an unbelievably diffi
cult restoration because everything was just
bits and pieces in boxes with no patterns to
go by. This car was imported into New
Zealand in 1925 by Miss Fanny Maude
Victoria Barker, who was a wealthy land
owner in Gisborne. She named the car Judy
and this is the name Fred has decided to
call it as well, so we look forward to seeing
Judy and Fred along with his wife and
family enjoying their very English
Sunbeam gracing our roads here in
Taranaki.



(lunch at Hotel), back to Wanganui via
Fern Flats and Turakina. Dinner and prize
giving on Saturday night was a very happy
affair, with the overall winner being
announced as local member, Ross Glenny.
Sunday concluded the weekend with two
visits to places of interest in the morning,

BI}'n Kendrick and Linda Rundle on their 1952
BMW, Wanganui Autumn Motorcycle Trial. 6-7
April 2002.

followed by lunch at local members, Vince
and Lesley Keats.

The Wanganui Heritage Weekend proved
a major success with Vintage and Veteran
cars taking part in many ways. The re-enact
ment of the old mail run via steamer/road
through Taupo and on to Napier was of
much interest. Wanganui's Paddle steamer
Waimarie began the journey, with Barry
Cleaver from Wanganui's branch taking the
mailbag on to Waiouru for the Taupo
Branch to take further.

The North Island Club Captains Tour
began from the Wanganui clubrooms prior
to meeting up with the Easter Rally in
Whangarei. Congratulations are due to
Stephen Voss who won the trophy and
proudly bought it home to Wanganui.

Our next event is a "thankyou" to the
many folks who have supported the branch
with the extension of our clubrooms.
Sponsors, discounts, etc. have been very
generous from the community, and a
barbecue with Vintage car rides seemed an
appropriate way to acknowledge their help.

Waikato Jan Dearlove

This is is a busy time of the year for
Vintage motoring events and our branch
members have been getting around the
country and doing very well with their
rallying.

A fairly large contingent of vehicles
travelled to the hugely enjoyable Hawkes
Bay Art Deco Rally, with one group
awarded the Best Group Dress. Waikato was
well represented at the Taupo Fun Run, with
a couple of entrants achieving placings.

Some of the Waikato entrants also did
splendidly at the National North Island
Easter Rally, with the team bringing home
the magnificent Teams Trophy.

The Branch's annual Gymkhana was
held recently at the Clubrooms, the many
events tackled with much hilarity, and won
resoundingly by Jillian Hayton, our Branch
Secretary.

The Ladies Rally, organised by Brian
Cossey and his team of well-dressed,
handsome gents, was devoted this year to
indulging the ladies. The run was not too
long, with competitive sections to keep us
on our toes, interspersed with visits along
the way, from a winery to a lavender farm.

We were cosseted and spoilt with morning
and afternoon teas, and a delicious lunch
that sent most of us into a euphoric daze
for the afternoon.

At the National Motor Show held in
Hamilton recently we had two stands
depicting the various aspects of our club,
ably organised by John and ShirIey Foote
and assisted by a large team of helpers.

The official opening of our new build
ing project was held in March. Long
standing member and patron of our
Branch, Les Bethell, first shared with us
his long association with vehicles and then
he cut the ribbon and declared it "Open'.
We were then free to enter and admire not
only the handsome building, but also the
exceptional job that our libratian Reece
Burnett, has done with preparing and
arranging the materials that are housed
there. We may have always had these
resources, but now they are tremendously
more valuable by being totally visible and
accessible.

Wellington Elsie Ewing

Our Branch was invited by the
Wellington City Council to participate in
the centenary of the Wellington Cable Cat·
and a good number of members had their
vehicles on parade at the top of the Cable
Car. It was a fun day with various activities
planned and a free shuttle bus took the
public across town to visit the working
cottage in Nairn Street. It is an interesting
place to visit to see how the early settlers
lived with butter being churned, pikelets
made on an old coal range, ladies tatting,
embroidering, etc.

This year instead of the annual Club
Captain's Safari we participated in the
Governor's Tour, which was a days outing
to the Kapiti Coast, Horowhenua and
Manawatu. We met at Queen Elizabeth
Park at McKay's Crossing, Paekakariki
where we were dispatched with instruc
tions and a set of photographs to identify
en route and note the mileage as we
passed. Our tirst stop was to Dacresfield
just north of Otaki to visit their garden and
the wonderful G gauge miniature railway
based on the early Colorado steam trains
with the conifer trees all in miniature to
match the train and scenery. This railway is
a credit to the owners and well worth
another visit. From Otaki we continued on
through Levin before crossing Heatherlea
East Road to follow Highway 57 to
Shannon where we visited Owlcatraz for
lunch before viewing the owls on display
plus the various other birds and animals. It
is an extremely good place to visit with
children. They have the largest cattle beast
in the world for visitors to pat, as he is very
tame. There was also a glow worm cave to
visit. A number of our members spent
longer than intended at this venue and had
to make a hasty trip to Tokomaru Steam
Museum to complete the Rally. The
winners were Kirsty and Greg Walker in
their 1967 Chrysler Valiant VC, Hal
O'Rourke from Waikato second in his
Morris 8 Tourer, and Doug and Carilyn
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thanks to Bob Ewing and Alan Pratt for
organising an enjoyable day's outing.

WelIsford Alma Henson

The entrants of the Horseless Carriage
Club stopped in Warkworth for the night
and some of our Members had dinner with
them at the RSA. The vehicles were
housed overnight beneath the RSA's
Clubrooms and watched over by Clive
Nichols and John Downie. Their start
towards Dargaville was malTed only by the
weather. The Club Gymnic was held at
Nigel and Robyn Hawke's and the
Hibiscus Coast Group joined in to make a
day which we hope will be repeated.

March club night had the pleasure of the
company of Margaret Pidgeon, what an
interesting life she has had. Deckhand/mate
on the Te Aroha, Deck Officer/acting
Master on the Spirit of Adventure, voyages
on the Bounty, Deck watchkeeper Cook
Island on Inter-Island cargo and passenger
ships, then as Master since 1997, mainly on
container ships in the Pacific and Asia. She
is the only woman now in New Zealand
with an Overseas Masters licence.

Another speaker who can hold an
audience is Leon Salt who with his wife
were both school teachers on Pitcairn
Island. After returning to New Zealand he
applied for and was appointed
Commissioner for Pitcairn Island.
Comprising of four islands with a popula
tion between 40-50. Most people hold
more than one job, master craftspeople sell
their wares to tourist ships. Selling stamps
to collectors worldwide is the biggest
earner for the Island. The cost of shipping
supplies to the island is a major worry as is
making sure orders are correct as there are
only three main official supply ships per
year. A recent earner is ".pn" the internet
domain name. The island acquired the
rights and is now selling Pitcairn addresses
that end with .pn

The latest Branch run was to Ryders
Museum at Avondale. Interestingly
Monterey Park was next but as there were
signs "no picnicing" everywhere and the
eating room was booked for a private
function a cuppa was served by the cars.
They met again at Puhoi by the riverside
before returning home. Margaret and
Harry Heaven went to Wanganui for the
start of the North Island Club Captain's
Tour. The route wended its way up the
West Coast to Raglan etc. then to
Auckland and a procession down Queen
Street with a police escort. Still keeping
to the West Coast they took Highway 16
to Wellsford then Maungaturoto and onto
Dargaville and Whangarei for the North
Island Easter Rally.

Russell, Paihia, Hole in the Rock boat
trip, Matauri Bay, Taipa, Kaitaia and
welcome dinner at the RSA. The bus trip to
Cape Reinga via Ninety mile beach is in
reality only 64m. Many beaches, metaIled
roads and highways later they were back in
Taipa. As the traffic was very heavy on
SHI they took the East Coast Road at
Waipu and enjoyed sea views on the way
home.
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ROLLS-ROYCE
1922 40/50hp (1911)
Text and photos Scott Thomson

Richard Foster Esq, Haywards Heath, Sussex, wanted it both ways. The Rolls

Royce he bought in 1911 had a sporty two seater body and also the makings

of a six person limousine that could be bolted on the back of chassis 1774.

P ossibly the high final drive 16x52
(3.25) was a little too tall for the
high and heavy Hooper limousine.

Maybe the Foster chauffeur tended to slip
his clutch. Anyway, the fateful month of
August 1914 saw the dispatch of a new
clutch lining to Haywards Heath. Such
detailed factory records make the research
of these cars so interesting.

Two into One. McIlroy's Silver Ghost (left) is
.- -

We can assume that Richard Foster and
his car 'both "answered the call". Perhaps
onJy 1774 survived: late in 1921 it was
back in Rolls-Royce service at
Cricklewood for a whole list of jobs for the
new owner. A rebore suggests a big
mileage on war work.

Kenya
In 1925 Sir Edward Grigg was appoint

ed Governor General of Kenya and took



The 1911 engine of 1774 lives on.

The outstallding lock makes for easy Glzosting

Alpine adventure - note the hand controls.
Ignition is fully up for advance, mixture is in
central position. The governor at leti is right
down, the driver's foot providing pOWel: This
selling gives maximum fuel economy and
engine braking as the throule is fully closed. If
left in that position the engine will stall when
the car stops unless foot throttle is opened.

Italian Flair? The body builder has given 60ZG a lightness of line not always found in these cars.

A Ghost from the Past
Jack Ruben, being in the transport

business, soon arranged for the remains of
60ZG to be brought to Nairobi. By the
early sixties, the rebuild had progressed
through the strip and ?lean stage.
Government House was havlOg a general
clean-out in preparation for the incoming
President Kenyatta when exciting news
broke. Deep in the stores were three boxes
of RR parts. These contained a radiator, a
four-speed gearbox from an unidentified
40/50 and an engine.

This motor was in such good condition
that it appeared to be a 'new' spare. Later
research established that it was from 1774,
Richard Foster's 1911 car. The gearbox
may also have been fitted before 1774
came out to Kenya.

With all these bits, 60 ZG began to look
like a runner. An Italian in Nairobi - possi
ble an ex POW - set out to replicate the
original Windovers body. Jack Ruben
returned to Britain in 1972, 60 ZG follow
ing him home, before both made the longer
trip to New Zealand.

News that Bruce McIlroy had become
the owner of 60 ZG called for congratula
tions - and investigation! Vibes are good.
It feels like a well used car, maybe ten
years old? Except it is far older.

Behind the Wheel
At the centre of tlle steering wheel is a

solid knob. It rotates offering '0', 'M', 'B'
and 'M&B' - magneto and battery - for
starting. Immediately above is a little lever.
Not a traffic indicator switch, and 'choke'
sounds much too violent. Mr Royce offers
a choice of mixture positions between
'Weak' and 'Strong'. I select full Strong
for starting - and think of the men who
used to crank these from cold before self
starters were standard in 1919.

That leaves us with two wooden
marbles on beautifully crafted stalks. The
one on the light is ignition: 'Early' and
'Late'. Royce liked plain English; he was
not pretentious. Full late is selected.

On the left we have the Governor 
more about him later, but six or seven
notches up from 'slow' will do. Usual
checks of handbrake and gear lever on the
right, a feel with the left foot somewhere

cheap buy with a good service history,
1774. A set of aluminium pistons of post
war type were supplied through the Crown
Agents for the Colonies. By 1929, the old
body had been cut down to a safari car.
Fresh adventure followed, but somewhere,
perhaps out in the bush, 1774 came to the
end of the road. Only a presence remained.

Enter 60ZG
Back in London, Sir Arthur Cory

Wright was to pay twice as mucb as
Richard Foster had done to take delivery
of a tourer (60 ZG) early in 1923. The
good news was that Sir Arthur had 40
percent more power than old 1774 at 1,750
rpm - and another 20 percent if he opened
the exhaust cutout, although that was
illegal in the UK. The post war engines
would rev to 2,250, which may explain the
order and build sheets specifying a lowish
15x52 (3.56) axle ratio. The test card
records a still lower 14x52 (3.71).

Sir Althur was a regular Rolls customer.
After no more than two years, he caught
wind of the New Phantom, and 60 ZG was
sold on.

Captain H Caldwell seems to have been
a restless, driving sort of person, a regular
army officer promoted to Major when
promotions were slow to get, and always
worrying Rolls-Royce about his car. It was
back in Cricklewood seven times in 1925
and eight times more over bhe next two
years. Nothing very major seems to have
afflicted the Major's car although it did
have a smash (Christmas party?) in
December 1926. His address was the
Travellers Club, Pall Mall, and it is possi
bly there that he met Mr R Chamberlain,
who bought 60 ZG - and shipped it to
Kenya.

Fast Forward
Like 1774, 60 ZG eventually became a

Safari car. One user was all old soldier,
Captain Ritchie. Once of the Grenadier
Guards, Ritchie had been wounded in the
Battle of the Somme. He and another
officer ordered the stretcher party to safety
and crawled out unaided. The other officer
was Harold Macmillan, one day British
Prime Minister. Ritchie became chief
Game Warden of Kenya during the Second
World War, sporting a Rhino horn radiator
mascot. All very Wilbur Smith.

Macmillan's 'winds of change' were
blowing over Africa when Jack Ruben
spotted the old Rolls abandoned in the bush
of Tanganyika, a tree growing up through
it. An agricultural officer named John
Brown owned the remains.

Brown told Ruben that he had intended
to recondition the car in 1945/6 but 'got a
snotty letter from Rolls that it was
obsolete' and just abandoned it in frustra
tion and to the bush.

This does not sit very well with my own
family experience as Ghost owners of the
period, nor with Rolls-Royce records,
which show the dispatch of rods and
pistons for this car to a Mr Strickland in
East Africa in 1947. Anyway, five or ten
pounds changed hands - which Brown and
Ruben then drank to cement the deal.

...



down and forward and ... whirr beneath the floor, and 1774's
ninety-year-old engine is going. Oil pressure comes up to 15. It is
good to keep an eye on it - in traffic this is often the only clue that
the engine is still mnning. Ignition is smartly up to the mid three
o'clock position and mixture a couple of notches away from
Strong. We are ready to move off.

The clutch pressure is firm, the action silky smooth. Now for
the first lesson.

Gears
Royce wanted a light change without heavy springs to keep the

cogs in mesh. The answer was a normal H pattern - with modifica
tion. The difference is a little slot at the end of each bar of the H.
To get into low gear, you not only push the lever right forward but
also sideways (away from the driver for low and second) into the
low gear notch.

I just get 60 ZG rolling and immediately go for second gear.
Out of the notch, straight back as usual, and then a touch right into
the second gear locking slot. Really, the driver should double clutch
going up and down, but you can usually get away with I to 2
without that.

Now a tricky one, second to third. Get out of the locking slot
and as you get to the cross bar of the H gate, there is a centring
spring waiting to help you get over the other side, on, up to third,
where the lock slot is now on the left. Well done. These locking
slots are one of the two terrors of the Ghost gearbox, but are actual
ly quite simple.

The Ghost being very flexible, you can go a long way in third,
even start in it, but top is waiting. This time, a warning gmnt from
the gearbox. Not too bad, so I'll try a change down. Brake a little
to make sure the engine is just pulling and ... oh dear! This is the
second terror, what master Ghost driver Kenneth Neve called the
'Demons Under the Floor'. 'You'll break your arm before you
break the gears,' says Bruce to encourage me. His gears. My arm.
What a wonderful PR coup it must have been for Rolls-Royce to
demonstrate in 19 J I that their car would go all the way from
London to Edinburgh in top gear only.

The Magic Carpet
Staying with top for the moment, it is time to press firmJy on the

throttle, taking the ignition right up to Early as we reach about 35
mph. The surge is remarkable. The string of modems is not cling
ing quite so close to my tail, wondering what this old thing will
pull for its next trick.

The answer is right on up to a very acceptable modern highway
cruise. A real 60mph feels fine, with only wind and tyre noise and
a distant sense of some mechanical process. With 1911 engine and
low gear ratio, however, there is very little in reserve at that speed
and about 54 seems kinder.

The J911 engine really gives a supremely effortless progress.
All those tired old cliches about birds on the wing, about magic
carpets, about the Spirit of Ecstasy really do describe it. There is a
pleasing gear noise on the indirects, and under load at medium low
speed a slight whine - timing wheels, I believe - and that's all.

When speed does drop off on sustained main road hills, 30 to
about 38 mph is typical in third. Minor hills and modern traffic
affect the car surprisingly little. Starting with 5pm Friday traffic in
the centre of Christchurch, we made Hanmer in just over two
hours, 2 hours 20 being the target time in my 1970 Shell Road
Guide. Averages of 50 mph and occasionally better between town
centres represent normaJ touring but it is the effortless way this car
maintains that sort of average for hours on end that makes it so
special.

My first safari with 60 ZG included highways and motorways,
city driving, and four-wheel-drive tracks, so how does history stack
up as contemporary transport? You can put as much gear in and
around it as in the 4WD ute and, mushy stuff apart, it will go most
of the same places. It is a darned sight more stable in crosswinds
that a van full of pre-schoolers, corners better. Ten kmh up from
advisory signs is a safe bench mark for most corners. A profession-.. .... .-

The view is Imperial, the driving position commanding. At low
speeds the steering is heavy, at higher speeds, superb. The Jock is
extremely good for such a Jong car, thanks partly ,to the absence of
front wheeJ brakes. You can chuck it about. The last Ghost I had
driven was a full 1911 car with foot brake on the transmission for
The Emergency only. The 1922 chassis car has two concentric
systems on the rear wheels, hand and foot. It is well worth using
both together if the smooth progress Jures you to a Stop sign much
too fast. They are not modern anchors, but they do work.
Anticipation is the key to a lot of Ghost driving.

Spooky Tricks
Don't get spooked if you ever get offered a Silver Ghost to

drive. There are little tricks. In traffic, you can pull very low revs
by bringing the ignition down towards Late. Just don't leave it
there. The keys are to anticipate and to be definite. If you want to
stop and restart, do it. Modems may surge around like kelp round a
half tide rock. Let them' Second gear - or even third - will get you
going again at a tricky moment. With that high view, you can
usually judge roundabouts and often just charge through in top.

The Governor - not the Boss - is really a modern cruise control.
You can set it to maintain the revs you want. It shouldn't race
when you take your foot off the clutch as a hand throttle would.
My mother took her driving test on one of these cars. Dad taught
her just one change down. Top to Jaw at 10mph. She got her licence
and left a shattered examiner. The Governor did the job.

'Starting off the switch,' was the old time chauffeur trick which
saved cranking. At the end of a run the ignition is left on full Early.
A swift flick to full Late and back and the engine will often start.
Even overnight. Valves in top condition help. That is why it was
such a bonus to unscrew the plug in the head and tickle up a valve,
a ten minute job for the waiting chauffeur.

Meanwhile My Fair Lady might be making a social call. But not
too long please, because 60 ZG has a thirst for movement and
action, a habit from its long and active life.
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AUtomobile
UK-based, The Automobile is the only

international magazine devoted exclusively I
to pre-1960 cars and commercial vehicles. I

Every issue packed with articles by leading,
motoring journalists and old-car expel1s.

Profiles vehicles from all corners of the
world, including New Zealand, and

contains informative technical articles and
restoration features.

The Automobile is now available on
subscription in New Zealand at £59 for 12

issues.
• save $$s on the news-stand price
• pay by credit card
• delivered by airmail in the month of issue.

For information and a free sample copy contact:

Douglas Ormrod, 56 Whitehaven Road, Glendowie, I
Auckland. Phone or fax 09 575 4879 I
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Ford Model'A' Restoration Specialists Including Ford
Model'A' & 'T' Parts Supply. P. o. Box 550.Rangiora

We undertake the complete restoration of 'A's and 'T's and all parts. We cater for complete
top of the line restorations, and the restoration of mechanical parts to their former glory.

Restoration and parts depot located at 12 Grant Place Rangiora, Canterbury. Inspection
of our restoration depot is invited, but appointment is necessary. Ph (03)313-2924.

On Special for June and Julv.
• Fuel can holders for the running board. Cast aluminium, highly polished and reduced to

only $149.50 while stocks last. Suitable for many vintage and veteran vehicles.
• Cobra Long Grain hood topping. 64" wide. Reduced from $85.00 to $69.00 per yard.
• Closed car wind-wing brackets, suitable for most vintage sedans of any make. $194.75 set
• Model CA' fuel tank in excellent order. Absolutely no rust. For round speedo model. $395.00.

Ph (03)313-2924 for all orders (inc. afterhours orders.) Fax (03)313-2925

®

Supplying new parts for Vintage, Classic and Modern Vehicles

Mail Order: P 0 Box 20, Renwick 7352, NZ
Shop: 31 High Sf, Renwick, Marlborough

Telephone: (03) 572-8880
Orders: 0800 4 BASIS (22747)

Fax (03) 572-8851

•
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1929 Harley Davidson Peashooter Racer on Firestone 28 x 2'/. Racing BE tyres. Owner Jee Grose, phologrophed by Euon Comeron

Equip your vehicle from New Zealand's largest range of
antique & classic tyres from

Ve-teran &. Vin-tage Cars L-td
Est 1975

All correspondence to: PO Box 43-009, Mangere.
Office & Showroom: 207 Buckland Rd, Mangere, Auckland.

Phone 09 275 5316 • Fax 09 275 6882 • email: vet.vin@xtra.co.nz

<eD> EARLY FORD PARTS 1909 - 1931 CD
Veteran &Vintage stock an extensive range of new & used Model T and A

Ford parts along with general restoration supplies


